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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The series-pass regulator, using the transistor as a nonlinear 

variable resistor, was the most frequently used power supply before 

the switched-mode power converters became popular. Due to the low 

operating efficiency and the bulky filters, these conventional power 

supplies (1-4) have been replaced by the switched-mode power converters 

in the last decade. Rec.ently, the trend has been to operate the 

switched-mode power converters at as high a frequency as. pos.sible 

(5-10). The motivation for going to higher frequency operation is 

the constant pressure from aerospace and commercial applications for 

smaller sizes and lower weights. Of course, a less appreciated bene-

fit. of higher frequency operation is the increased control loop band-

width that results in a faster transient response. Because of their 

lower internal losses, smaller size, lower weight and costs compared 

to the conventional series-pass. or linear power supplies, the switched-

m.ode regulators are in the process of revolutionizing the power supply 

industry. However, the. advantages offered by switched-mode power 

converters are only possible if the following two important factors 

are accounted for during the design process: 

1. Early in the design process, a decision must be made on 

the switching frequency. The choice of switching frequency is compli-

cated by the fact that most design parameters (weight, size and effi-

ciency, etc.) change rather slowly with increasing frequency. There 
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ts.relatively l:i,.ttle a<lvantage to be gai:ned by increasing the switch-

ing.frequency by a factor of two or three. The switching frequency 

must be increased high enough to make the reduction of magnetic and 

capacitive·componentswell worthwhile because of the fact that the 

switching andmag:netic.losi:;es increase rapidly at. higher frequencies • 

. The choice of. swi.tching frequency is complicated by other fac-

tors ·such as the power converter specifications, the choice of power 

switches(bipolaror. power MOSFET), and the power level, etc. Se-

lecting a switching frequency based purely on a designer's e~eriences, 

t=~sults in, in most cases, a piecemeal· suboptiu);um design. 

(2) The most attractive ad,vantage of opera'l:ing a switching 

converter at a higher frequency range (with·thepresent technology; 
. . 

' . . . 

transistors can be operated to the hundred KHZ range, power MOSFE'l' 

to the MHZ range) is the reduction in volume o.f the magnetic com-

ponents, such as, transformers, inductors, and capacitor$. Because 

of ·the reduction of core cross sectional area, wire size and the ntlll).-

ber of turns at higher frequencies, im.proper selection of the magnetic 

com,ponents often result in cores with too much window area. As·a 

result, the proportions of the core design are oft'en not optimum. 

Though the magnetic sizes decrease with higher switching frequency, 

improper design o·f magnetic components could increase the weight penalty 

due to the .. increased magnetic losses. 

This dissertation presents a detailed analysis and comparison 

of two of the most popular zmdfunctionally similar switching· power 

converters, that is, the conventional Buck-Boost converter and the 

Cuk converter as shown in Figure (1.0-1). Detailed comparisons and 
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evaluations are made of these two conveTters in light of total cir--

cuit we:igb,t and powe1" losses. A powerful and efficient nonlinear 

programming technique using the penalty functlon method is :employed 

for the comparisons~· In the comparison process, the two important 

factors related to switching powet. converter design as:posed.above are 

solved,.· Both the Buck-Boost converter and the Cukconverterperform 

the sa:lllE! function of either stepping up or stepping down the input: 

voltage. The major di.fference is that the Buck-Boost converter em-

ploys the inductor as the eµergy. transfer device and the Cuk converter 

uses the capacitor fo:r the same purpose. Before presenting the detailed 

comparison of the two converters, the motivation behind the research 

work is briefly described in the following. 

1.1 Motivatipn of the Research Work 

. (1) Motivation for the comparison of these two converters 

The compat"ison of.these two converters is motivated.by research 
. . 

conducted by Li;Uldsman and Wood (11,12) and a series of publicatio~s 
. . 

(J3-22) by Middlebrook and Ctik. In 1977, Cuk disclosed, for the first 

time, the new optimum.topology Cuk converter which is. characterized by 

nonpulsating input and output currents. The e~isting Buck-Boost con-

verter, as shown in Figul:'e (1. l-la) , combines the undesirable pulsat-

ing ·input current of the Buck converteJ:" and the undesirable pulsating 

output current of the Boost converter. . Instead of cascading the Buck 1· 

converter by the Boost converter, Cukcascaded the Boost converter by 

the Buck converter. This, together with some network llla.11,.ipulation (13h 

results iri the Cuk converter as shown in Figure (1.1...;lb). 

. , 
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This Cuk converter p'I'eserves the desirable nonpulaating input 

cur'I'ent of the Boost converter and the nonpulsating output current of 

the Buck converter. At the same time it performs the function of a 

conventional Buck-Boost converter of either stepping up or stepping 

down the input voltage based on the value of the switching duty cycle 

ratio. 

Cuk has claimed that the Cuk converter is the only de-to-de 

converter missirig from the existing basic switching converters (i.e., 

Buck, Boost and Buck-Boost converters). Furthermore, he ha.a claii.med 

that the new converter has all of the advantages and none of the dis-

advantages of the existing basic converters, such as, smaller switching 

ripple, higher efficiency, smaller size and weight (13). 

In 1979, Landsman derived the Cuk converter and the continuous 

Buck-Boost converter from a canonical switching cell and proved that 

they are electrically equivalent. He claimed that the Cuk converter 

exhibits no advantages over the conventional Buck-Boost converter (11). 

In the same year, Wood stated that switching converters should be 

classified and related by circuit function and not by circuit topology. 

Furthermore, he claimed that the Cuk converter is nothing more than 

the electrical reciprocal of the conventional Buck-Boost converter. 

Neither Landsman nor Wood-provided a detailed comparison and evalua-

tion of the performances of these two functionally equivalent and 

competitive converters. The claims made by Cuk about the advantages 

of his converters were based upon a comparison between the two con..;. 

verters using the same component values and switching frequency (13). 
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The drawback of the co~arison .made by Cuk is that these two conver-

ters did not satisfy the same performance specifications. Consequently, 

-his conclilsions about t:he superiority of the Cuk converter cal)llot be 

fully justified. Instead of using the same component values for the 

·· two converters, the comparison should have been· based upon the opti-

mum. designs for a given set of performance specifications. Such a 

comparison will b.e made later in this dissertation. 

{2) Moti'V'ation for-the.evaluation of coupled inductor Guk 
-converter·undet.the balan¢ed atid.unbalaticed·current 
rippler¢duction 

After the disclosure of Cuk. converter in 1977; the coupled_. 

inductor version of Cuk converter was introduced to further reduce 

either the input or output current ripples by coupling.the input and 

output inductors on the same core, thus further reducing the-size and 

weight. Depending on the relationship between the coupiing.coeffic:ient 
:. . . ' . : . . . 

and the tuli!ls ratio, the input and output current ripples can be 

equally "reduced (balanced ripple reduction) or steered to either the 

input or the output (unbalanced ripple reduction). Cuk, based on the 

theoretical "1'ork {14'19 '20) ' . predicted the balanced and unbalanced. 

current ripple reduction of t;his converter as a function of the coup.- .. 

· ling coefficient and the effective turns r:;i.tio · of the coupled-inductor 

version of Cuk,converter. No quantitative evaluation was ~de be-

tween these two modes of operation. In this research work, detailed 

comparisons and evaluations a::i;e made of these two modes of operation. 

A block diagram that-outlines the procedure for the compari-

sons between these two converters is given in Figure (l.1-2). Nonlinear 
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programming (23) is utilized to calculate the detailedJnagnetic de~ 

sign information and the loss./weight breakdowns of the optimum de ... 

signs .of these two converte.rs for a given set of performance specifi-

cations. The information thus obtained is then us.ed for the cc>mparison/ 

evaluation of these two converters and the implementation of the com-

plex magnetic components such as the inductors. The detailed magnetic 

design inf·ormation includes the eore size; wire size and\ the number· of 

turns. The manufacturer's core catalog is then used to implement the 

design •.. In order to make the magnetic ·design :realizable, a core gap 

may have to be incorporated. . The inf onnation required to de.termine 

the optimum designs of these two converters includes: 

(1) The design constants, such as, copper and core density, 

transistor and diode switching times, etc. · 

· (2) Performance requi):.'ements, sue.has, input and output vol-
. . . 

tage level, output voltage ripple factor, input filter peaking 1:1.lnit, 

etc. 

(3) Design constraints, such as, loss constraint, output rip-

ple facto:r constraint, and maximum operating flux density constraint, 

etc:. 

(4) Objective function ~he. objective function iS the quan-

tity w'hich is to be minimized, the quantity could be the total con-

verter weight, loss, or cost. In the comparison of the two converters, 

minimum weight is the quantity to be achieved. The detailed.non-
, 

linear programming aspect utilized for the comparison will be ela-

borated upon:tn Chapte:i;'Three. 

. i 
! 
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1. 2 Review of Literature on the DevelOpmeti.t and Analysis. of 
Switched.;.Mode Power·converters 

The search for a more efficient way of obtaining DC power at 

various voltages to operate electronic circuits and equipment started 

more than a decade ago. In 1966, Moore and Wilson (24),laid the 

pioneering framework for a meaningf'Ul definition of DC to DC power 

conversion by sununarizing, from a power-conditioning viewpoint, cer-

tain information on nonlinear circuit theory. In this paper, several 

constraints encountered in all DC to DC conversion networks were 

pointed out, including: 

(1) the necessity of DC to AC inversion as an intermediate 

step within a DC to DC conversion network; 

(2) the minimum amount of AC power which must be involved in 

this intermediate step; and 

(3) the requirement for any network in which DC to AC inver-

sion takes place to contain· one or more active resistors which are 

properly connected in relation to the DC source. 

In 1968, Kossov (25) derived the output-to-input voltage relation-

ship as a function of duty cycle ratio and the output characteris-

tics for the three basic converters--Buck, Boost, and Buck-Boost, 

for both the continuous and discontinous current modes of operation. 

Based on the work by Moore and Wilson, Hoo (26), in 1972, derived 

the general laws of DC-DC regulators independent of circuit topology 

and device physics. Hoo pointed out in this paper that the speed of 

regulation and possible size reduction of the energy storage devices 

within the regulator favored a high internal AC frequency. However, 
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this resulted in higher losses. He also pointed out that for a given 

set of requirelnents and a list of available devices, an absolute opti-

mum design was extremely difficult to achieve since such factors as 

efficiency, cost, weight, and volume were in conflict. The lack of 

proper m.odeling and design tools was the cause of not achieving op-

timum converter design. 

At this stage, the :modeling of nonlinear switching power con-

verter was still lacking. This situation started to change in 1972 

when Middlebrook and Wester (27,28) introduced for the first time the 

Averaging Technique t.o model the switching regulator power stage for 

the continuous current operation. Simple analytical expressions in 

terms of circuit parameters were derived for the characteristic tran-

sient and frequency response for use in designing and understanding 

the behavior of switching converter power stages. The modeling of the 

highly nonlinear switching converter power stage subsystem was now 

available through the invention of the Averaging Technique. However, 

the modeling of the feedback modulator subsystem, which controls the 

switching of the power transistor of the power stage and which involves 

both analog and digital signal processing was still missing. This 

rendered the modeling of the entire switching regulator system com-

posed of both the power stage and modulator subsystems incomplete. 

In the same year, Middlebrook used the describing function 

method (DF) (29) to derive the transfer function for a constant fre-

quency, variable duty-ratio, push-pull magnetic modulator employing 

square-loop cores (30,31) •. With the modeling and analysis of the 

power stage and feedback modulator subsystems available at this stage, 
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the beba:vior, such as, stab;J..lity-, transient response, output ~pe-

dance and audioe;usceptibilityof a complete switching regulator could 

be analyzed and understood for the first time. Since th.en, this model-

ing technique has been applied to stability analysis and design ot 

two-loop (32,33,34) and multi-loop (35} pulse-width-modulated Q>WM) 

contTolleci DC/DC regulators in continuous and discontinuous curreut 

modes. 

Then iJ;l. 1975, ·Middlebrook described an experimental methQd to 

measure the loop gain of a closed-loop system by ayoltage or a 

current injection, technique without openiug the loop. Th.e important 

feature o.f · this method was • that the loop remained closed, so that 

waveforms of the operating points were not disturbed. This experi,.. 

mental method, coupled with the describing function method~ pet'll\itted 

the analysis and.design of switching regulators. '!he averaging.tech-

nique is based on equivalent c:f.rcu:ltma.nipulations, resulting in a 

single equivalent linear circuit. Th.e averaging technique, unfor-

tunately, is not general and unified for switching converter power 

stages. 

In 1976, Middlebrook and Cuk coupled the state .... space represen-

tation of switching n.etWorks with the equivalent' circuit represen-

tation of thepreviouslydeveloped Averaging Technique ·resulting 

in a new State ... space Averaging Technique (21,22). This technique 

offered the a;dvantages of both existing metho.ds ... -the general unified 

treatnient of the state-space approach,· as well as an equivalent linear 

circuit'of the averaging technique. With this new technique, any 

DC-to-DC switching·· converter can be. modeled by a canonical circuit 

form (21) • This canonical circuit model .can be easily incorpora.ted 
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with th.e feedback network into 'an equivalent circuit .:model .Qf A cQlll"" 

plete s:witch:f.rig .. regulatot' to study its dynamic and f.reqilency response. 

The benefits of. sign1.fica11tly hj,g!ter efficiencies and smaller 

sizes and weights of switched,..,mode :regulators in compa:r:ison wi:th con .... 

vent:i,onal linear dissipative 'J:'.egulatc;>rs are not. achieved without a . 

price; that is, the regulator:i..nput current has a substantial ripple 

component at the switching frequency, with a consequent necessity 

for an input fi.lter to smooth. out the current drawn from the unregu-

lated line supply. The incorporation of an improperly designed input 

filter with a switching power converter can cause many probl.eIDS. Yu 

pointed out. that under certain conditions the filter-regulator co:m-

binat1.on can act like .a negative resistance oscillatot' rather than a 
I)C to DC converter. (36). Sokal (37), in a more clear statement, de-

rived a simple fcn:;mula. that pl:edicte.d the ()S.cillation of. the filter-

regulator system. At the same time, he also presented techniques to 

prevent the oscillation. Systematic investigation of the effects of 

the input filter on the· stability of. a switching regulator did not 

come until 1976 when Mid.dlebrook applied the stage-space averaging 

technique to develop a design criteria for the filter-regulator 

combination (38,39). 

At this stage, the:modeling, analysis, and desisn of switch-

ing regulators were complete. But the search for new and more 

efficient converters went on. In 1976, Harada and Matsuo.intro-

duced the concept of cascaded connection of switching converters 

·(40,41). !n this concept,a new cascaded converter with a small 

>duty-cycle rati.o and a large regulation range as well as no 
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. occurrence of sw:itching surge \Vas obtained. In the next year, 197.7, .· 

Cuk, from the modeling a:ndanalysis point of·vieW- and the drive to 

derive a novel.switching.converter with both input and output non-

pulsating currents, cascaded the boast converter by the buck con-

.verter and came out with a new converter which he cl.aimed was the 

optimum topology for switching DC-DC power converters {13). In 

the following year, a coupled-inducto't' version of this new Cuk 

converter was disclosed in IEEE Industry Application Society Annual 

Meeting {14) • This coupled-.inductor version of a Cuk converter could 

reduce. both the input and output current ripple as well as. steering 

the zero current ripple to either the input or output side (19). 

In 1978, isolated single andmultipl.e output versions of theCuk 

converter were disclosed. These new versions of .the Cuk converte'l" 

are characterized by good self and cross regulations (14,15,42,43). 

In .the same year, applications of the Ctik convert;er to the spacecraft 

battery; charging and discharging (16), and to high:-frequency SWitched-

mode power a.IIi.plifiers (17) were reported. 

With the modeling, analysis and design technique now available, 

the development of the switching regulator se~s to be complete, 

however, this is not the case. A review of the components re-

quired to build a high frequency switching regulato:r reveals that, 

other than the control loop; there are four basic types of com-

ponents which determine the overall power circuit stage performance. 

They are: the power switch, the magnetic components, the diode, and 

the capacitor. With the higher power, higher speed semiconductor 

devices and the large number .of protective circuits now available, 
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the design of the :ma.gnetic components, affects oye;t;":;i,11 . pe;t;";!;opm.a.nce 

lll.O"re than any of the othe:P CPnlponents. The va,.riou.s; magneti,c CQJ!l'""' 

ponents being used in high.frequency electronic power convers;i.pn to ... 

day can be grouped into two 'Iila,j or c.ategori.es: tranS;fo;r;'Jn,ei:ra: and in.,.. 

ducto:rs. The design details are . quite com.pU.cated, includ~ng the 

core dimension, choice of co-re :material, num.ber o;f tu:t:'Ils and the 

winding size as well as the problem of. nonli.nearities arising ftom 

:magnetic saturation. 

In 1972, Owen and Wilson (44) developed a seri.es of programs 

for the design of the inductors of. single-winding flyback convert.era. 

The programs searched an array of. available core sizes and permea.,. 

bilities for a complete list of windable cores that :matched all con-

straints of the design equat;i.ons. The design through this search was 

iterative and never reached the optimum. design. I.n 1976, Owen and 

Wilson {45) improved the previous method by a screening rule that 

was based on the energy. trans:fer requi:rem.en.t of the magnetic core (46). 

Using this screening rule, the sea;t;'ch pJ;ocess was. reduced to a methodi-

cal table search. Again, this was an iterative trial-and-er:ror pro-

cess, and the optimum. design was never reached. In the f.ollo'tdng 

year, Judd and Kressler (4 7) pres.ented a technique for designing 

transform.e:rs with given size and type of structure to have the maxi-

mum. volt-ampere output while at the same time satisfying a num.ber 

of design constraints. This technique was based on a :mathematical 

optimization problem whose solution is a set o;l; parametel;'s. cha.rac,.. 

terizing the maximum. VA. output design. An assum.ptionwas >nade, such 

as, all dimensions of a given coi;e geometry retained the same scale 
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to one another, in order to get p.nalytic solutions. The distinguis:h:-

ing feature of this method was th.at it did not go tbl;1;mgh the itera-

tive process as all pi:;evious methods did, and the optimum design was 

obtained in an a,ttempt to mi.ni:mize one objective ;function such as the 

powe't' output o:f the devices,·. !n th.is; dissertation. work, a powerful 

and efficient Nonlinear Fro~ramming technique will be used to dete:r-

mine the optimum magnet;tc design, withou.t going through the iterative 

processes, and to facilitate the comparisons between the conventional 

Buck-Boost and the new Cuk converters,. The comparisons :made between 

these two converters under the optimummagnetic design are thus 

justified. 

1. 3 Outline of the Objectives 

The previous two s·ections pointed out the controversy sur-

rounding the performance of conventional Buck-Boost vers·us the new . 

Cuk converters as well as previous work in the design and analys.is 

of such converters. The research presented in this. dis.sertation will 

mainly focus on the ):'elative performance of the optimum conventi.onal 

Buck-Boost and Cuk converters to a given set .of performance specifi-

cations. The bases and procedures. followed for these comparisons 

are sul!mlarized below: 

L The transistor switching frequency is held constant and the 

loss and weight breakdowns of the optimum designs for that f re-

quency of the two conve:i;ters are determined. This process. is 

repeated for a range of frequencies which allow th.e determin;.t-

tion of the loss/weight bre,g,kdowns as a functi.on of the fre-

quency •. In this wo:i:k, the frequency ranges frotll 20 KHZ to 
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60 KHZ in 10 KHZ steps •.. Several distinctive advantages can 

be realized.by using this approach, namely: 

.a. By treating the t'l:'equency as a constant in each CPJllputer 

run 0£ both convei:rte::r;s, the p;rog:i:am can be h-ro.ught. to 

f~te'.r conve\t'gence .. 

b. The comparison of the loss pnd weight brea.kdowna o;J; both 

converters as a function of frequency can be cleuly pic-

tured. Most tmpo:t;tant o~ all, the optimum. frequency range 

of both converte'l;"s. can be identified. 

c. The tradeof!sbet:ween weights.and losses of both. converters 

as the frequency increases cari be evaluated ;readily. 

2. · Next the switching frequency is treated as an unknown variable 

which is determined by Nonlinear Ptogramming for both converters~ 

such that,the optimum designs for a given set of performance 

specifications are obtained. Comparisons of these two converters,· 

fol:' the optimum. designs, can·then be made. Two advantages are 

gained through this appx-oach, namely: 

a. By treating the switching frequency as a variable,. the ove:r-

all design can be accomplished.in one attempt without going 

through the laborous constant frequency appro.;ich as outlined 

in (1) or any .other trial-and- error iterative processes re-

sulting in a piece meal suboptimum design. 

b. Col!lParisons of the result;s obtained under (1) and (2) can 

be checked against each other. For example, the optillll1lll 

switching f xequency fro~ approach (2) can be checked to see 

if it falls near the valley or optimum frequency obtained 

from the constantfrequency approach. 
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3. The optimum magnetic designs of the inductors ;Cg;i:;- bpth cgnyerte;r;E?, 

are realized by the closest avei!.ilable cores from standa;r,d core 

catalogs to check iJ the magnetic designs o;t; both. conye';['ters are 

economically f eas·ible. Otherwise they would have to be custom 

made. 

4. Examine the meri.ts of th.e couJ?led-inductor. Cuk converter unde';C' 

balanced and unbalanced reduction of input/output cu:i;J:ent ripples. 

5. Study the general profiles of loss and weight breakdowns of 

both converters as a ;!;unction of switching frequency. 

6. Study the switching devi.ce stresses of both converters. Thi_s 

study is important for the selection of reliable s.emiconductor 

switching devices. 

7. Study the effect of the performance requirements on the Cuk con-

verter design, such as the effect of EMI requirement, ()Utput 

voltage ripple factor, input voltage selection and the maximum 

operating flux density, on the total weight and loss profiles. 

Thls sensitivity analysis can provide some insights :j.nto 

global optimum. converter design. 

8. Study the impacts of magnetic loss and weight breakdowns on 

the total converter design. 



CWTER 2 

ANALYSIS OF THE CONVENTIONAL BUCK ... BOOST ·.CONVERTER, 
AND . THE . CUK CQNVERTE!R · 

It is well know that the Buck, Boost and Buck..;.BoQ~t con,;.. 

verters are the simplest switching converters to· realize DC;..to-DC 

voltage conversion. The Buck converter steps down the t,nput 'Vol~age, 

the Boost converter steps up the input voltage, while the Buck"'."BOost 

converter can either step up or step down the input voltage depend-

ing on the switching duty cycle ratio. The three basic converters 

and their functioJ;J.s a:te shown in Figure (2.0-1), where symbol D 

represents the duty cycle ratio of the converter and ia defined a1;1 

the ratio of the transistor on time t.o the total on/off. time or 

switching period. 

However, the· thJ:ee converters all have the serious drawback 

.of pulsating currents in either the input or the output side or 

both. For example, pulsating current is found on the input side (>.f 

the Buck converter and on the output side of the Boost conve;rter. 

It is no surprise that pulsat:;Lng current is found in both the input 

and output sides of the Buck-Boost conve>,rter since it is the cas-

caded connection of the Buck converter followed by.Boost converter. 

Consequently, the Buck-Boost convetter inherited the undesirable 

properties of both converters. 

The pulsating current on either the input or output s.ide of 

the basic switching conve"rte:i;s. can caus.e serious electi;omagnetic 

interference or EM! proble1!Son ooth the input and output sides or 
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Figure (2.0-1) Three Basic Switching DC-DC 
Converters 
(a) Buck 
(b) Boost 
(c) .Buck-Boost 
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too high of an outi;mt voltage ri.pple. Anothe'J;' p;i;-oblem c.auaed b.y 

the pulsed input current is. th.at the DC input source cannot supply 

such pulsed current efficiently. Consequently, input F!lld output 

filtet's are needed in the aT:u:rve three basic convet'te-r1h 

The invention o;J; the Cuk. cpn:verter was motivated by the ob-

jective ··to combine. the desix-able p't'operties of the exis.ting b~s.ic 

converters,. that is, to cascade the desirable nonpulaa.t;[;ng ;i.nput 

current of Boost conve;i::ter by the nonJ?ulsating output cu;r;-t;ent of 

the Buck converter as. shown :f-n Jl'.igure (2.0-2). Another desirable 

property of cascading the Boost by the Buck converter i.s that the 

general DC conversion prope'l;'ty (both increase or decrease of the in-

put voltage) is preserved as shown in Figure (2.0-2C). Th.is con,... 

figuration can either step up (D > 0.5) OX' step down (D < 0.5) the 

input voltage; depending upon the duty cycle ratio D. 

l;t has beian sho~that the conventional Buck-Boost andthe 

new: Cuk conve'J;'ter are both fo:nned by the cascaded connection o.f the 

existing basic; Buck and Boost converters, the only difference being 

the cascading sequence. It is also interesting to note that these. 

two convei:ters are duals of each.other as shown inside the dotted 

line in Figure (2~0-3). Although there are only minor topolog:tcal 

differences between these t'Wo converters, the overall performance 

is quite different as Will be brought out in Cha.pter 4 wheJ;e de-

tai.led comparisons of the loas and weight breakdowns of the re-

spective optimum des.ign of these two converters al',"e made. 

I 
I 

! 
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Figure (2.0--2) (a) Boost Cascaded by Buck Converter 
(b) Trans£ ormation t.o New Cuk Converter 

(c) Hard.ware Real:lzation of the Switching Devices 
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2 .1 Principles o-;f Circui.t Operation of the Two Converters 
·and Waveforms 

The research work done by Yu cmd Bies.s in lQ 71 on design as'"" 

pects concerning input filte;r for nc...,nc convel:'ters (36) had po:i.nted 

out that the two-stage input filter provided the best com.pron¢se 

among many conflicting implications due to various filtel:' require-

ments. The single-stage filter often cannot satisfy the specified 

requirements on audio susceptibility and is even bulkier than the 

two-stage filter (48). For these reasons, the two-stage input fil-

ters are incorporated in the comparisons of the.conventional Buck-

Boost and Cuk converters. Sch.ematics of the final form of the 

conventional Buck-Boost and Cuk. converters. which are used for the 

comparisons and evaluations are given in Figure (2.1-'l) and Figure 

(2.1-2) respectively. l'he unknown design variables that characteriz~ 

the performance of these converters are also given in these figures. 

The unknown design variables are determined for a given set of 

performance specifications by means of a nonlinear programming tech-

nique which will be discussed later in this dissertation. 

2.1.1 Principles of Circuit. Operation· of the Buck...;,Boost Converter 

The conventional Buck-Boost converter as shown in Figure 

(2 .1-1) is constructed by four ingredients: 

1. The two stage input filter composed of L1 , L2, 

2. One power transistor switch and one co:mmutating diode. 

3. The energy 'storage/trans.fe:r inductor L6• 

4. The output filter Cc;• _, 
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All of the :resistances of thia ci:;rcu:tt excep.t £o:r; R3 which. ;l.s ua.ed 

as a damping·resistor~and :R.r. which. rep'.t'esents the load, ax-e para;.. 

sitics of their respect;ive devices. 

The input electromagnetic interference (EMJ:) filte'I' serV'es: 

two purposes. (1) It solves the audio susceptibility p';l;'oblem. 

That is, it isolates the r.egulato'.I;' from the input souX'ce voltage 

variations.and the unexpected transients which may appear at the 

input to the converter. (2) I.t solves the electromagnetic inter-

ference. (EMI) conducted current problem (49-54). '.]:hat ts, it 

suppresses the switching alte;rnating current component, generated 

by the transistor switching action, from being reflected back to the 

source that l!lClY in.t:er;fere with the source or other loads hangi~ 

on the same source. 

The power transis,tor, which is U.seda:s a. switch, is responsi-

ble for the DC to AC inversion as;. an intermediate step necessa;ry 

in a DC-DC switcher. The output filter is needed to elimi.na,te bar .... 

monies in the output DC volta,ge due to the transistor switching.· 

The detailed circuit operation can be better understood by 

breaking down the original circuit :;i.nto two circtlit con:ftsurations. 

corresponding to the on and off states of the power transistor aS: 

shown in Figure (2.1 ... 3). ·The cri.tical circuit wavefortll$ of the 

circuit are also shown in detail in Figure (2.1-4) to help ex-

plain the principles of the converter operations. 

(1) The interval DT whe:p. the.·etEJ,risistot is on 

The circuit con:f.iguratipn col;'responding to thi.s interval is 

shown in Figure (2.l-3a). Starting with the input filter 

operation; the fi.rst stage; consi.sting of L1 , c3 , R3 , 

I ., 
I 
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BUCK-BOOST ?O~"E:R: STAGE 

(a) 

Ei - t cs 

R R5 16 

(.b) ~TCRED . OFF 

0 - t cs E. -l. 

R6 R5 

Figure (2.1-3) Buck-Boos.t Ci:rcuit Configurations During the 
Two Switching Intervals 
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contt'ols the resonant peaki.ng of; the ;filter, R3 is built 

in to set the q-t"acto'l;' to be i:::tot g;reater than ao.llle s:pe.ci.~ied 

value in orde:r to cont~ol · the. d;;tmping. Also· in orde:i; to , .. ~ · 

avoid the power loss in the shunt damping resiator, ~' a 

blocking capacito;r, c3 , i.s placed in series with it. The 

second stage of the input fil~e:i:- consists of: L2, c4 which sup-

ply most of the J?Ulsed cuJ;";t;ent delD;a.nded by the po-war swi.tch 

when it is on. Since c4 provides essentially most.o;f; the 

puls.ed current, negligible current flows. in c3 and R3, and ;tn ... 

ductor L1 passes essentially a direct current requi:i;ed l;l.y the 

po~er conv~rter. Since c4 supplies the pulsed cur;rent, a low 

ESR {equivalent series resistance) capacitor is. highly recom-

lllended in otder to.reduce the ESR loss. During thia interval, 

th.e ;ranip cur"J:"ent through the transistor iQ charges the energy 

sto;c:age/transfer inductor L6 as shown in Figure (2.1-4) ready 

fo:i:- dischal:'ging to the output filter and load in the next off 

interval. The commutati,ng diode i~ revet'sed bias.ed ·and cut 

off during this interval and cons.eq,uently the enet'gr s.tored 

in the output filter capacitor is discharged to supply the 

load current. 

(2) .. The. interval (1...;.D)T when the transistor is off 

The circuit configuration corresponding to thiS interval is 

shown in Figure (2.l-3b). Some di;fferences can be ohserV'ed 

by inspecting the circuit wave;fonns shown in ;Figui;e.(2~1-4). 

Fi'l'st, the input current cha;rges the filter capacito'l;' c4 

to.co.mpensate . .l;or the energy discharged in the l'revious. on 
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state. Second, the coinmutating diode is ~.a.utolil,atic awi.tch 

in th.at it closes when· the tr@.Ils.istor is opEm. in order to 

comm..utate the c:ontinuoua en0:r·gy sto;i;:age/t:ransf e;r inductor 

current 1r_6 • Thi(rd, the energy sto't'ed in the ene':t:"gy stor.age/ 

transfe:r inductor in the pirevioua statenow-diScharges to 

supply the load current and ;i;echarges the output filter capa-

citor c5 • The energy discharged f'J;'omenergy storage/t;ransfer 

inductor in this off state can be depicted by the rMlp' down 

induct·or current 1r.6 shown in Figure (2.1-4). 

(3) The circuit waveforms shown in Figure·(2.l-4) are not only 

used to Understand the circuit operation of the converter, but 

they are also used to derive some of the design constr.aints as 

will be shown in the following sections. The designations used 

to represent the current quantities.in Figure (2.1-4),and the 

input-output voltage relationship are summarized in the follow-

ing: 

a,. Input-Output Voltage Relationship: 

where T = Transistor on time on 
.·. Taff = T - T on T 

D on 
~ Duty cycle ratio = --r-

(2.1-1) 
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(b) iB "" Pulse current -.for transistor base drive 

I. ;:::; Average DC current o;f the transistor current pulse 
l. 

p · .. T po .E + El.. 
0 -'-0~~~ 

"" eE. T ""· eE. E 
i on l. o 

I ;::; Average DC current·drawn from the source av 
p 

0 =--
eEi 

(2.1-2) 

(2.1-3) 

2d6 ;:::; Peak-peak AC current ripple through the transistor 
E.E 

l. 0 = (E + E.)L6:E' - 0 l. 

I = Average DC output load current 
0 

(2.1-4) 

(c) It is important to point out at this stage two ixnportant 

factors concerning the circuit waveforms of the conven-

tional Buck-Boost converter. · (i) The current through the 

transistor is discontinuous. In order to make the average 

current in the input and output ports of the two stage in-

put filter equal, the average current of the discontinu-

ous transistor current pulse I. is T/T times higher 
l. · on 

than the input average source current I • This higher av 
current pulse flows through the energy storage/transfer 

inductor and causes a large power loss. This effect will 

be verified by the computed results. given in Chapter 4. 

(ii) By inspecting the current waveforms through the 

output filter capacitor c5 as shown in :E'igure (2.1-4), 

one can notice that the output voltage ripple of the con-

ventional Buck-Boost converter is load-dependent. This 
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means heavier load.current causes higher output voltage 

ripple. This can be remedied by using a l~rger filter 

capacitor with the accompanying heavier weight penalty. 

This load-dependent· voltage ripple is caused by the dis-

continuous current tlu:'ough the commutating diode. 

2.1. 2 ·Principles ·of ·Circuit.· Operation of.· the · Cuk Converter 

The prominent features of Cuk converter and its bas:;i..c circui.t 

operation will be discussed in this subsection. Circuit features simi-

lar to the previous discussion for the conventional Buck-Boost conver-

ter are omitted. The salient feature of Cuk converter is. that i.t uses 

capacitor as the energy storage/transfer device instead of the induc-

tor as found in the existing switching converters. It must be stressed 

here that "energy storage/transfer" refers to the storage of the energy 

from the input port at one switching state and the transfe'l;' of that 

ener'gy to the output port at the next switching state. Thus, it 

could be said that the energy storage/t'l;'ansferdevice is responsible . . 

for connecting the input and output ports of any switching power con-

verter. Without this connection, the switching DC-DC power conver-

sion would not be possible. Again, the detailed circuit operation of 

Cuk converter can be und.erstood by breaking down the original cir-

cuit into two circuit configurations corresponding to the on and off 

s.tate of the transistor power switch as shown in Figure (2.1-5). The 

critical circuit waveforms are also shown in detail in Figure (2.1-6) 

to help explain the principles of the converter operations. 
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Figure (2.1-5) Cuk. Converter Circuit Configurations During 
the Two Switching Intervals 
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iu ----------------------------------------------------

Figure (2.1-6) Cri.tical Circuit Wave;J;o:rms o:e the Cuk Conve:rte:r 
(continued) 
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(1) The-intetval when-the ttansi.S.tor·awitch :Ls off 

The operation o;f Cuk conve;rter can be explained -more-clearly be-

ginning with the interval when the transistor is off. Starting 

from Figure (2.l-5b) when the power switch is off, the diode is 

forward biased and the energy storage/transfer capacitor c4 is 

charging in the positive direction:. while the input filter induc-

tor L2 is discharging through the conducting diode. At the 

output port, the energy stored in L6 is discharging to supply the 

load current and part of the energy of the filter capacitor c5: 

Consequently, during the off state, the energy storage/transfer 

capacitor c4 is connected to the input port and energy storage 

takes place. 

(2) The interval when the transistor is on 

The circuit configuration corresponding to this state is shown in 

Figure (2.1-Sa). As soon as the transistor is turned on, positive 

voltage across the energy storage/transfer capacitor is connected 

across the diode, thus reverse biasing it which causes it to cut 

off. In this interval, the energy stored in c4 during the pre-

vious interval is being discharged through the transistor to 

supply the load current and to charge the output filter capacitor 

c5 and the filter inductor L6• At the input port, the input 

current is charging inductor L2 to compensate for the energy it 

discharges during the previous interval. Thus volt-seconds in 

the inductors and coulomb-charge in the capacitors are all 

balanced during a complete switching cycle. 
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(3) The designation used to represent the current quantities in 

Figure (2.1-6) and the input-output voltage relationships a,;re 

also summarized in the ~allowing: 

(a) Input-Output Volt.age Relationship: 

Eo Ton · · ·n 
E":"°::::; T ff = 1-D l. 0 .. 

(2.1-5) 

So the Buck-Boost and Cuk. converter both have the capa-

bility of either stepping up or stepping down the input 

voltage depending on the duty cycle ratio D. 

(b) r2 ::::; Average DC current through 12 
p 

0 
= eE. 

1 

r 6 = Average DC current through 16 
p 

0 ='E 
0 

2d2 = Peak-peak AC ripple current through L2 

E.E 
J. 0 = ....,-----.,..--

(E + E. )L2F 
0 1 

E.E 
J. 0 

=~---.,---(E + E. )L6F 
0 ]. 

vc4 = Average DC voltage across c4 

E 
::::; _Q_ 

D 

2K = Peak-peak AC voitage ripple across c4 

p = _____ o ______ __ 
2 (E + E . ) C Li. eF 

0 J. . 

(2.1-6) 

(2.1-7) 

(2.1-8) 

(2.1-9) 

(2.1-10) 

(2.1-11) 
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(c) By.· examining the circuit wave£ o;rms . of_ both converters, ;i..t ia 

instructive to point.out some.interesting points conce'riling 

the two converters. (i) Only the input or output currents paas; 

thro.ugh the transistor or diode for the conventional Buck-Boost 

converter, while tb.e diode an4 transistor in the Cuk converter 

carry the sum of input and output current. The average cui-rents 

through .the switching devices a'l:'e compared in Table (2.1-1). 

Depending on the operating efficiency, it is not necessarily 

true that the currents through the switching devices of Buck-

Boost converter are less than those of the Cuk. converter. This 

1I1Cl.y be the case even though there are two current components 
\ 

passing through the switching devices of the Cuk. converter., 

because the m&gnitudes of these cu'l'.rents may be.less than the 

·counterparts of the conventional Buck-Boost. (ii) Due to the 

two inductors L1 , L6 in tb.e input and output ports of the Cuk 

converter, there are no pulsating currents in both ports. 

(iii) By inspecting the current waveforms·through the output 

filter capacitor· of the·-cuk conve:t7ter, it is noticed that the 

output voltage ripple of the Cuk converter is load ... independent. 

Detailed com.parison~of loss and weight. breakdowns of these two con-

verters t.iill .be carried out in Chapter 4. 

·2.2 Descriptions of t:he ContPut¢r Model for Both Converters 

As pointed out clearly in Chapter l, the research work of 

this dissertation is mainly focused on the comparison and evaluation 

of the performance aspects of ·two very similar but topologically 
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Table 2.1-1 

Comparisons of average currents through the switching 
devices of the two converters 

Buck-Boost Cuk 
') 

Transistor 
Po Eo + Ei 

eEi Ea 

PO EO + eEi 
eEi E0 

Diode 
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different converters, ;L.e., the conventiona.l Buck-:Boost and the newly 

disclosed Cuk converters. :Before embarking on the computer implemen-

tation of the comparison and evaluation, a.11 of the de~ign info:ona.-

tion needed for the Nonlinear Pt;ogramm.ing Technique will be discussed 

fi-rst. The fou-r sets of input informp.tion needed to be fedto the 

nonlinear prog-ramming package include the design constants, constraints, 

the performance requirements, and the opti.mi,zation objective func-

tion desired by the customers. Usually the customers are most con-

cerned about obtaining the best circuit which satis.f ies all of the 

performance specifications and constraints while at the same time 

.minimizing or maximizing the objective function. For example, they 

may be concerned. about minimizing the cost for commercial applications 

or minimizing the weight and volume aspects for aerospace applications. 

In this work, the comparisons and evaluations of these com-

petitive circuit configurations are based on the minimum weight as-

pect. The four sets of inputs needed for the coillputer implementa.tion 

of the comparison are described in the following subsections. 

2.2.1 Perforffiance Requirements and Objective Function 

These requirements are usually specified and demanded by the 

customers. In power converter power stage selection, the performance 

specifications include the input and output voltage, input filter de-

sign to fulfill the requirements of the FCC (Federal Communication 

Conmtission) regulation,such.as!)the EMI specification, and most im-

portant of all, the quality of the output voltage {53,54). The ob-

jective function evaluated in this work will be that of minimum 

weight which is of prime importance in aerospace applications. The 
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perfoman.ce speci.fi:cations and objective funct:ion are brokian dow:n, 

as follow:· 

(l) ·Perfomance R.equi:tenients· 

PEl: EMI filter resonant p~aking limit: 

P : Output power 
0 

E1 : Input voltage 

E : Output voltage 
() 

S: F+equency dependent source . conducted current 
interference limit 

rf: Output voltage ripple factor 

(2) Objective Function: ·Total weight ·of ·the· converter 

The objective function (or cost function) is the quantity 

which is to be minimized. It can be any physically realizable 

quantity, such as, cost, weight, size, and volume, etc. What is 

of concern ··, here is the comparison of these two converters 

under the minimum weight aspect. Thus, the objective function will 

be the total weight of the converter; it is. composed of the mag-

neticcore atid winding we:ight, capacitor weight, source we:ight, 

heat sink and packaging weight. Refer to Figure (2.1 .... 1) and 

Figure (2.1-2) for the.meanings of the symbols used in the fol-

lowing equation for the objective function. 

WI = Core weight 

(2.2-1) 

where AZ = core volume 
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WW = Winding . weight 

Where 4FCAl =Mean length.per turn of the winding 

WC = Capacitor weight 

WS = Source weight 

Po Po 
= eK , Where -e- = Input power 

s 

WH = Packaging weight 
p 
0(1-e) 
el)i 

PO 
Where -e - p 0 = Total loss 

Objective Function = WI + WW+ WC t WS + WH 

2.2.2 Design Constants 

(2. 2,..2) 

(2. 2-3) 

(2. 2-4) 

(2.2-5) 

(2. 2-6) 

These design constants are obtained either through the de-

signer's own experiences or through the manufacturer's catalog, data 

sheets and specifications. The collection of design constants needed 

for the comparison of the two converters is listed below: 

p 

Window pitch factor,, ratio of one turn conductor 
average length to the core circumference 

Core window fill factor, percentage of core 
window area actually occupied by the winding 

Conductor resistivity 



DI 

DC 

BS 

D· 
K 

VS't' VBE 

TSR' TSF 
v D 

'tND' TFD 

T. 
RE 

1)i 

KS 
K 

. . 

. . 

. . 
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Core dens:i ty · . 

Conducto;r.densi,ty 

Weight per f a'rad 

. Volt.age drop across collectot-e.tD.itter and 
base-emitter 

Transistor switching times 

Diode f o".rWard vol~age drop 

Diode switching times 

Packaging.weight density 

Source weight density 

Core window area dimensional ratio. 

2.2.3 General Discussions on Design Constraints. 

As pointed out in the previous sections, four constructing 

ingredients are needed to make a working switching power converter: 

input filter, switching devices, energy storage device, and output 

filter. 

(1) The filter serves two functions: (a) to prevent the alter-

nating .current compc:ment generated by the swit.ching devices 

from being reflected back to the input source to fulfill 

the regulations on EMI requirement by the Federal Communica-

tion Commission (FCC), and (b) to isolate line-voltage tr an• 

sients and ripple in the bus so as not to degrade the perfor-

mance of the switching converter; this is to fulfill the line 

rejection requirement or audiosusceptib.ility requirement. 
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Consequently, the filter must p:rovide high attenuation at the 

switching frequency and .g:q.;f;ficient damping against the bus dis-

turbances so that input filter peaking is controlled at the 

resonant frequency of the filter. The two-stage filte:r i.s 

capable of meeting all these :requirements, i.e., high attenua-

tion, controlled resonant peaking requirement, and low losses. 

Due to the above facts, there are two design constraints asso-

ciated with the input filter design: (a) frequency dependent 

source conducted EMI constraint, (b) input filter peaking con-

straint. 

(2) Design effort to keep the output voltage ripple as low as possi-

ble necessitates the incorporation of output filter for a switch-

ing converter. The control of ripple, both externally and in-

ternally generated, is a primary consideration of a good power 

supply. An appropriate output ripple factor fulfilling the needs 

is an integral part of the design effort. 

(3) Efficiency is another important factor to be considered in a 

power supply design. Switching losses of the semiconductors 

operating at high frequency constitute one of the major los.ses. 

Thus, a loss constraint must be included as a necessary part 

of the system operation. The loss components in the switching 

converter can be identified as follows: 

(a} The conduction and the switching losses of the semicon-

ducto:r devices: the switching losses are calculated on 

the assumption of linear changes of voltage and current 

:l;rom their initial to final values, and the poweJ;" loss is 
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the int.eg:ral o:f; the instantaneous product of voltage and 

current during the switchl:ilg transition. 

(b) Magnetic losses: they include the EM! f.ilter'<dnding.losses 

and.the energy sto:rage/t:ransf.er core and windinglosses. 

(c) Capacitor ESR (equivalent series resistance) losses: 

they arise from the periodic charging and discharging of 

the filter capacitor energy storage/transfer capacitor. 

(4) The final design constraints to be considered in a switching con-

verter are concerned with the .magnetic designs. The complicated 

facets of the magnetic design and its importance have been pointed 

out earlier in Chapter 1. Since magnetic components contribute a 

major portion of the overall converter weight, improper design, 

such as the wrong core size, number of turns and wire sizes, could 

cause a serious weight and loss penalty. Some of these complicated 

facets of the magnetic design are described below: 

(a) Since the inductor components used in the two converters 

are supposed to operate in the linear region of the B-H 

characteristic, operation of the flux density in the satura-

tion region could cause the malfunction of the converter 

operation (one immediate effect is that the energy could 

not be transferred) •. This limitation leads to maximum 

operating flux density constraints tor the magnetic com-

ponents based on the selection of materials available. 

(h) In order to realize a core design, the core must be Windable. 

Also, to save size and weight, the core window area must be 

minimized s.o that it just accommodates all of; the windings.. 
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This consi.der,ation le.ads.to the.core window area con ... 

straints. 

(c) The core winding always·. contributes some resis.tance and 

power losses.(copper losses), thus these parasitic effects 

are also conside:i;ed as. design constraints. All the design 

constraints and their sources of necessity in considering 

the switching power converter implementation are grouped 

in Table (2. 2-1). 

2.2.4 Design Constraints for Conventional Buck..;.Boost Converter 

The design constraints of the conventional Buck-Boost converter 

are listed in this section and those of the Cuk.converter are listed 

in the following section. 

(1) Loss Constraint: C(l) = 0 

1 C(l) = PO{e ,,.. 1) - PIF - PQ - PD - PESR - POF - PESC 

The loss constraint is an equality constraint, the first ter.m 

in the above equation is the total loss, it is the sum of all 

the losses of the power converter. The loss components are shown 

in the following: 

P!F = EMI filter power loss 

PQC = Transistor conduction loss 

J?OVst 
eE. 

l. 

PQS = Transistor turn-on loss + turn-off loss 

(2. 2-8) 
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Table (2.2-1) 

Design Constraints and Their Sources of Necessity 

(1) :EMI input filter:, 

•·FJ;"equency dependent source conducted EMI 

constraint 

•'Input tilter peaking constraint 

(2), Switching devices and parasitics of components 

• Loss constraint 

(3) Output filter: 
,~ 

•Output: ripple.factor constraint 

( 4) Magnetic considerations : 

• Core window area constraint 

• Maximum operating flux density constraint 

• Parasitic resistance constraint 
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PQB = Transistor base drive loss 
0.1 P0Vst 

=· eE. 
l. 

PQ = Transistor total power loss 

= PQB + PQC + PQS 

PDC = Diode conduction.loss 

PDS = Diode turn-on loss + turn-off loss + recovery loss 

PD = Total diode loss 

= PDC + PDS 

. PERS = Output filter capacitor .ESR loss 

(2.2•9) 

(2.2 ... 10) 

(2.2-11) 

(2.2-12) 
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""'i 0 l H' 2E 2 

POFI = Energy storage inductor core loss 

POF = Total energy storage inductor t 6 

magnetic loss 

= POFI + POFC 

PESC = Input filter capacitor ESR loss 

(2) Parasitic resistance for L1 , L2, L6: 

(2.2-13) 

(2 .2-14) 

(2.2-15) 

(2.2-16) 

The following constraints account for the fact that all core 

windings contribute some resistance. 

C(2) = C(3) = C(12) = 0 

C(2) = RlACl - 4pFCNl~ (2. 2-17) 
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C(3) = R2AC2 - 4pF~2~ 

. C(l2) = R6AC6 - 4P F CN6v'A6" 

(3) Input filter pea~ing constraint: C(4) = 0 

(2.2-18) 

(2.2-19) 

This constraint is important in determining the alJ.diosusceptibility · 

performance and the control loop stability. 

R 20 3 
3 3 3 2 C(4) = c3 + Li - (PEl) { . 2 + R. 3 2.C3. . f L J .2} c c. - c (1 + 2)· .... · 4 - ' t 1 · 3 4 t 1 · · 

. . 

(2.2-20). 

(4) 9Eerating flux densityconst~aint: 

This requirement ensures., that the magnetic core must not exceed: its · 

intended maximum operating flux density. Note thatt6 handles both 

DC and AC components. 

C(S) = C(6) = C(9) = 0 

(2.2-21) 

L2:Po 
C(6) = .· . · - N A_ 

eE .• B 2 2~. 
i s 

(2. 2-22) 

(2.2-23) 
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(S) Window area constraint: C(7) = C(8) = C(lO) = 0 

These constraints ensure.that all inductor windings must be 

acco11'1Illo4ated within.the physical confines of the available core 

window area. 

NA 
C(7) ;;= . l Cl 

FW 

C{lO) 

1S. (Zl - I ~)2 
4(K1 + 1)2 . 

'IT r.-,· 2 K {Z ~ - l'A-) 6 6 . 2 6. 

4{K6 + 1) 2 

(6} Output :ri.pple constraint: C(ll) = 0 

P0 (E0•. + E. - eE.) 
(1·1· ). . 1 1 C · ..• =r- 2·. · .. · 

eE0 (E0 + Ei)CSF 

(7) Frequencz dependent squrce EMI constl:'aints: C(13) 2: 0 

(2.2-24) 

c2.2~2s> 

{2.2-26) 

(2.2-27) 

This constraint limits the maximum perc.entage of the switching 

current being reflected back to the source to ensure that the 

source is not disturbed by the transistor switching action. 

C(l3) H(S) 
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'lrEO 
Sin E ·· + E. 

0 1. 

sin Ea + Ei 
. '!TEO 

H(S) =Inverse current transfer function of the input filter 

2.2.5 Design Constraints for.Cuk Converter 

The de$ign constraints for the Cuk converter are listedin the 
11~ . 

same format as that of the conventional Buck-Boost converter. There 

is a 0ne to one correspondence of the constraints between the two 

couverters. 

(1) Loss constl:'aint: C(l) =·O 

C(l) 1-
= PO(e - 1) - PIF - PQ - PD - PESR - POF - PESC 

where: 

PIF = EMI filter copper loss 

(2.2-29) 

PQC.= :Transistor conduction loss 

p 0 Vst (EO + eEi) 
= --------~--~---e E. (E0. + E.) 

i i 
(2.2-30) 

PQS = Turn-on loss + tut"n-of f loss 



PQB = Base di:ive loss 

0.1 POVbe<Eo + Ei) 
=· eE1{t0 +·eEi) 
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PQ = Transistor total powei: loss 

= PQB + PQC + PQS 

PDC =Diode.conduction loss 

PDS = Diode turn-on loss + turn-off + recovery loss 

-·. +-( 1 1 ]~ L2 L6 .· 

(2.2-31) 

(2.2-32) 

(2.2-33) 
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+ 12. 
(Tfd +.3T ) ·re 

(2.2-34) 

PD =·Diode total loss 

= PDC + PDS 

PERS = Output filter capacitor ESR loss 

(2.2-35) 

POFI = Output filter inductor core loss 

(2.2-36) 

POFC = Output filter inductor copper loss 

(2.2-37) 

POF = Output filter inductor total loss 

= POFI + POFC 

PESC = ESR loss of energy storage capacitor 
- 2 . 2 . 2 . 3 3 2 . l po E.e + Eo E. Ea E. E 

= R4 JrE 2 x \:0 + Ei + 12 (E 
1 
+ E ) 3L 2F2 + 12 (E1 +E O )3 . 2 2 0 ie 0 i . 6 . 0 i L2 F 

-
c2.2-~sa) 
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(2) Parasitic resistance for L1 , L2 , L6 : 

C(2) ·= C(l) = C(l2) = 0 

C(2) = RiAcl - 4QFCN1~ 

C(3) = R2AC2 - 4pFCN2~ .· 

C(l2) = R6AC6 - iipFCNG~ 

(3) ltiput filter peaking constraint: C(4) = 0 
:> •• ,'!I., 

(2.2-40). 

(2.2--41) 

ThiS coo.straint is important in determining the audiosusceptibility 

performance and the control loop stability. 

2 3 
· .. 2 R3C3 C(4) = C + ·. · 3 L1 

(PE1) 2 
(C 2 + R/C3 r·. ... C .~ + L2]·.2. J. 4 Ll . 3 4.[ L1 

. . 

(2.2-42) 

.(4) .. · Operatip;g f.lux • density constraints:. 

C(S) = C(6) = C(9) = 0 

.This constraint ensures that the· magnetic core does not exceed its 

intended maximwil operating flux density. Note that both L2 and L6 

handle DC ·.and· AC current. 

(2. 2-43) 

(2.2-44) 

(2.2-.45) 
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(5) ·Window ar.ea constraints: C(7) = C(B) = C(lO) = 0 

All inductors must be acconnnodated w:ithin the physic.al confines 

of the available core window area~ All cores are assumed to have 

the EI configuration. 

(2.2-46) 

C(8) (2.2-47) 

C(lO) 
N6AC6 K6(Z6 - I~ >2 . = . . -

FW 4(K6 + 1)2 
(2 .• 2-48) 

(6) 01.ltput ripple.fac'tor constraint: C(ll) = 0 

E. C(ll) = r - ___ i_.. ___ _ 

8(E0 + Ei)L6c5 
"' (2.2-49) 

(7} Frequency dependent.source EMI constraint: C(l3) ~ O 

This constraint limits the maximum.percentage of the switching 

current being reflected back to the source. The input filter 

must be designed such that it meets the required attenuation at 

switching frequency. 
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Required attenuation at switching frequency 

= EMI requirement 
Ftmdamenta:i component of switching current 

s 
C{l3) = . j · (.. . •. F 

/l + 2000 
1~(S) lmax 

(2.2-50) 

where. R(S) is the inverse current-transfer function of the input 

filter. 



CHAPTER 3 

CALCULATION OF THE OPTIMUM·CONVERTER DESIGNS 

Nt.unerical solution techniques for the nonlin.ear programming 
'· 

problem. (NLP) play an importa,rit role in real-world problem solving 

and decision making. Its applications are found in many unrelated. 

areas, such as, business, engineering, mathematics, social, and physi-

cal sciences.· In the concrete form, the NLP is that of optimizing 

(maxi11lizing or minimizing) some physical entity while satisfying some 

constraints. 

The physical entity to be optimized may be power converter 

weight, profit, cost, efficiency, inventory, energy, etc •. Ina real 

world problem because of the limi.tations of space., . funds, physical 

laws, etc., constraints are <;>ften imposed that may limit the possible 

steps which may be taken to achieve the optimization goals. The trans-

fol;lnation of a real world problem into an explicit NLP form through 

mathematical modeling is an integral part of NLP process. Once an 

NLP problem is explicitly stated in or modeled by mathematical forms, 

the task of finding an efficient algorithm to suit the respective 

application needs becomes a crucial step for a successful implementa-

tion of the mathematically formulated NLP. 

Most optimization problems arising from practical power con-

verter applications are sufficiently complicated to defy closed-form 

solutions •. Therefore, one has to rely on numerical nonlinear program-

ing algorithms which can provide fast convergence to·an optimum 

59 
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solution from a reasonably good set of initial starting points. When 

the NLP problem consists of extremizing a function of!! variables 

while at the same time requiring these variables. to satisfy equality 

and/or inequality constraints, one has a constrained NLP problem. 

When the problem is to extremize a function without regard to any 

constraints, an unconstrained NLP problem results. There are numer-

ous efficient numerical methods for solving the unconstrained NLP 

problem. In addition, these methods are conceptually simpler and 

much easier to implement than algorithms that handle the constraints 

directly. Consequently, algorithms that transform a constrained NLP 

problem into a sequence of unconstrained NLP problems, such that, the 

successive solutions of the unconstrained NLP problem converge to 

the solution of the constrained NLP have been favored in solving the 

constrainedNLP problem. In addition to the ease of extremizing an 

unconstrained rather than the constrained NLP problem, the effective-

ness of the unconstrained NLP algorit~ is also an important factor 

to be considered. 

In this chapter, the general theory of transforming a con-

strained NLP problem to an unconstrained NLP is introduced first. 

Then the programming aspects of an efficient and effective Nonlinear 

Programming Technique based on the Augmented Lagrangian Penalty Fune-

tion Method is elaborated upon to facilitate the comparison and 
' evaluation of the Buck-Boost and Cuk converters. 
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3.1 Int:t"oduction To The The:c>ty of Nc>D.line:at Progtanl:IIdng 

Stated mathematically, the constrained NLP takes the follow-

ing . forJ11 shown as :Pl , ( 60) : 

Pl: Minimize· Objective Function f(x) · 

Subjective to: Inequality Const:t"aints pi (x) ::. .. 0 

Where i = 123···ttt.. . ' , , ,. J.. < n 

n • dimension of x 

Equality Constraints q.(x) = 0 
. . J 

where j = 1, 2 3. ••• m ' ' ' 2 

where p. 's, q .. 's, and f are called the NLP functions which can be ],. J 
linear or n<>nlinear. For reasons stated previously, this con.straineti 

NLP p?:oblem is. transf otmed. to the tinconstrained NLP problem. shown as 

P2 in the following: 

P2: Mini1llize Objective Function A(x, wm, p, q), m = 1, 2, 3, • • • 

where X = Vector of !!. unknown variables 
. 1D. A{x, w , p, q) = New Objective: function formed by aug ... 

menting the original objective function 

f(x) with weighted terms (penalty terms) 

that depend on the constraints p1 , qj. 

wm =Controlling weighting factor, it.is a 

vector of tagxangeMultipliers. 

m = Number of iterations., 

Based on the transformation to the unconstrained NLP problem, P2, the 

unconstrained se:arch techniques often incorporate a sequence of uni-

directional searches in !!.-space, and are based on an iterative scheme 

i 
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of the following form: 

k+l k k x = x + pr , 
I 

k = iteration nUinber (3.1-l) 

k where a parametric step P is taken in a vector direction r • ·The 

sea:i::ch direction rk is of t·en decided by the information concerning 

f. and its partial derivatives evaluated both at the point xk and at 

previous iteration points. The s.tep P is selected to obtain the 

minimumf(:K) in the rk direction .. Also, the influence of constraints 

imposed onx must be taken into consideration as they alter the way 

in which the constrained search is chosen. The essence of obtaining 

the optimllinsoltuion x through the transformation to unconstrained 

NLP problems is that of gradually removing the effect of the con .... 

straints in the new objective function of a controlled parameter p. 

Using this approach is possible to generate a sequence of unconstrained 

problems which have solutions converging to a solution of the original 

constrained problem. Thus, the sequential unconstrained NLP problem 

consists of finding a sequence of solutions x.111, such that, in the 

search limit 

m m * Lim A(x , w , p, q) · - f (x ) = 0 (3.1-2) 
tJt+OC> 

That is, the iterative guess m x , of the optimum point approaches the 

* real optimU1D.point x as m approaches infinity. In.effect, the influ-

ence of the constraints on the new augmented objective function 
m m A(x , w , p, q) is. relaxed and finaltY removed in the iteration limit, i 

'! 
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and the new augmented objective function, A, converges to the same opti-

* mum values. f (x ) of the original objective function~ 

As an example of a particular method associated with uncon-

strained P2~ consider an augmented function A(xm; wm, p, q) defined by 

including the equality constraints of Courant's quadratic pena].ty 

fUn.ction (55) and the inequality constraints of Carroll's inverse 

penalty function (56). Define 

= f(x) - wm ~1 P 7Cx) 
i=l ]. 

1 ... -.·-. 
m w· 

(3.1-3) 

where the last two terms are called the penalty terms. The method 

generally proceeds as follows. First, select a starting point x0 

which is the:feasible region associated with inequality constraint 

(Le., q.(x0 ) ~ O). Second, design an increasing monotonic sequence . . J 
{Wm} . in the program, where 

· · ni .. A· . · ml m m+l m m · . . {w } ·~ {w w > O, w · > w , and w + ca as m + ()I)} 

d m h an compute an optimum point :x: , w ere 

m m m A(x, w, p, q) =min A(x, w, p., q), m = 1,2,3,··· 

. (3.1-4) 

(3.l-5) 

The desired result is that Lim xm = x*, where x* is the desired 
m+eo 

solution to the constrained N.l:;P problem, Pl. In the iteration process, 

it is a.lso well knoWn. (57) that 
ml 

Lim wm J: P: (x) = 0 
i=l ]. 

(3.1-6) 
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Tb.at ,is, the equality const;r:ainta a:re sati$Jied in the limit. Als9 in. 

the limit, 

1 
lllz .. 

1 Litn I: ;:: a 
111 j;::l q_ (if)') ~ w 

J 

{3.1 .... 7) 

That ia, the inequality constraints a:re also satisfied. Thus., 

Lim.A(xm, wm, P, q);:: f(x*):t the new augmented objective function,eon-
nr+m 

ve:rges to the same value as the orlginal objective function at the 

* optimum point· x • 

3.2 Nonlinear Programming.Technique Implemented.by Using .the 
· Au!fi!ertted I.agrangian.(ALAG) Penalty Function Method 

The Augmented Lag:rangian (ALAG) Penalty Function fo:r the con ... 

stra,ined NLl' problem, Pl, of the previous sections was· investigated by . . . 
Fletcher (58) using the Broyden's Quasi-Newton Method for solving 

unconstrained nonlinear programming problems. The transfopned uncon-

strainedNLP problem given. as P3 below. 

and 

(q. - e.) = 
]. ]. -

(k) a. 
l. 

{°' q -i ei, 

E (kj2 q .. - e. , i i . 

q .... e. i. i 
> 

q. -
]. ei < 

a 
a 

The algorithms based upon the above transf orma.tion approach are 

(3. l-8) 

(3.1-9) 
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. . 

conceptually simple and easy to implement as opposed to the algoX"ithms 

th.at handle the constraints. directly. The attractive feature of the 

transformation algorithms :{.s that they take advantage of the e:tisti:n,g 

powerful unconstrained NLP problem which explicitly incol;porat·es the 

constraint information into the original objective function. Some of 

the advantages of this method ate the ease of programming and the lack' 

of numerical difficulties (,59). Other advantages inclu.de the fact: 

that algorithtnS based on this method converge at an ulti.Inately super-

linear rate, thus the computational effort per ite:J:"ation falls off 

rapidly. Also the initial starting point need not be feasible. 

The penalty function transformation technique is sequential 

in nature since it is ess.erttially an iterative algorithm. that reqU:ires 

the solution of an unconstrained NLP problem at each iterati.on. In 

addition, the method cont<:iins, two controlling parameters, ai and ei' 

whereas, the traditional penalty function includes only one control 

parameter, such as, the SUMT (Sequential Unconstrained Minimization 

Techniques) (57). The two contr,blling parameter.s are modified and 

updated to impose an increasing penalty on the penalized objective 

function as constraint violation increase§in order to force the con-, 

straint satisfaction • 

. The theory of nonlinear programming and the Augmented 

Lagrangian Penalty Function Method presented in the previous sections 

were applied to the two converters discussed earlier. A flowclla'.l:'t 

of the general minimization algorithm applied to these converters is 
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shown in f:igure (3.2-l,). The steps of this algorithm can be sum-

marized as follows: 

(i) At the current search. point xk ,_ generate the search direction rk. 

(2) Find the point xk+l :::; Jr.k + P rk, which yields the minitnum of the 

augmented f.unction A in the rk direction from xk (60). 

(3) Calculate and update the status at the new search point .xk+1• 

(4) Update the Lagrangian Multipliers and controlling parameters for 

the next iteration. 

(5) .Test for stopping criteria for every update phase to check 

stopping conditions in each case, and output. termination status 

if the-search is to befinished. 

(6) If the stopping criteria is not satisfied, repeat the iterative 
k+l processes from the new search poiil.tx 

The output termination status, the stopping criteria and the effective 
-

programming approach will be elaborated titpon below. 

3.3 Initial Starting Point ~d Scaling Techniquea 

The detailed programming aspects of the Ji,LAG will be omitted, 

only the ·important inf.ormation related to the user's applications is 

presented. The ALAG nonlinear programmi.ng package (60) has, in the 

past few years, gained the recognition as one of the most powerful 

methods for solving the constrained NLP proble~. It is oriented to 

the u,ser's convenience and ease of progra.nnning. The user's p:rogramin-

ing· load is kept to a minimum. It includes one main program and 
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Figure . (3. 2""'.l) Flowchart of General Minimization Sequence 
Using Augmented Lagrangian Multiplier Methods 
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nine subroutines. The user needs only to supply the main program and 

one of the subroutines called ALAGB. The main program basically sup-

plies the program controlling parameters, all the input data such as 

design constants, performance specifications, initial starting point, 

variable and constraint scaling facto:rs, and .the output infor::ination 

with the printing fonna.t the U$er desires. The user-supplied sub ... 

routine .ALAGB gives the information abot,It objective fun~tion·, all 

the equality and inequality constraints and all their first order 

derivatives which .are used to decide the search direction and search 

step. The important controlling. parameters are grouped in the f.ol-

lowin.g. 

Controlling Parameters: 

N: 

M: 

K: 

EPS: 

An integer set to the number of variables N ~ 2. 

An integer set to the total number of constraints, M ?:, 1. 

· An integer set to the total number of equality constraints. 

Variable error tolerance, a real, array of N elements for 

va-riable stopping criteria. There is one variable tolerance 

for each variable. In the program; all the tolerances for 

each variable are set equal. 

AKMIN: Constraint error tolerance, a real number which all the 

scaled constraint residuals must meet in order to satisfy 

the constraint stopping criteria. 

MAXFN: An integer set to the muimum number of calls of the user's 

subroutine. This is designed to control thecomputation ti.me 

in case the.program dive:i:-ges. 
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3.3.1 Selection of Initial St;artin& :Point · 

For a complicated nonlinear optimization.problem,- such as, the 

switching power. converter.optimization which has ovextweilty variables, 

proper seleetion of the initial starting point plays an im,portant role 

on the speed of.convergence and accuracy of the solution •. The t;Une 

spent to choose an appropriate initial point prior· to pmning the i:ro.,.. 

g:ramis well W'orththe effort. '.For each specific practi.cal physical 

problem, a starting point can usually be obtained based on the des.ign-

er ~ s past experiences and some simple design equations or design guide-

lines. Aa a general ruleiJ the initial starting point should be selected, 

such that, it sati.sfies the equality constraints as closely as possible. 

Meanwhile, it must also satisfy the inequality constraints in order to 

stay· in the feasible region and, there:fo;re, save computation time. A 

good. initial starting point is the first·crucial step toward good ;re-

sults and the assurance of a.faste;r rate of convergence. Based on the 

author's experience, the program has been observed to divetgewhen a 

poor initial start;i.ng·point was chosen. 

3 •. 3.2 Vat"iable Scaling Technique and ·con.ver.aenee:Tolerance 

for a complicated power converter optimization problem, the 

values of the variables are usually scattered in a wide range. For 

example, the capacitance may be in the :microfarad range and the switch-

ing frequency in the hundreda of kilohertz range. These widely 

scattered variable magnitudes are one of the :major causes of slow 

convergence. Therefore, the variable scaling technique is provided 

in the program to circumvent this difficulty. lt would seem that the 
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most efficient way of using the variable scaling technique is to 
-4 choose the variable toler?nce EPS aroundlO and then scale all 

the variables between l- and 10. For a reasonably acceptable accuracy 

without using the variable scaling technique, the tolerance EPS is 
. -7 . usually set around 10 for solution accuracy. For the p.rogram: to 

exit from computation through variable tolerance stopping criteria,. 

with acceptable accuracy the largest difference between the consecu-

tive iteration of all the va:dables must be less than the error 

tolerance. Progratmni:ng experience indicates that it is easier· to 

control the speed of convergence by using the scaling technique 'by 
. . -4 

setting the tolerance around 10 instead of setting the tolerance 
. ~1 . f around 10 when not u$ing the inherent scaling f eatur.e o the 

p'l;'ogram. 

3.3.3 Constraint Scaling Technique and Tolerance 

It is very unlikely that the initial E;itartingpoint can satis-

fy all the constraints of a complicated NLP problem to the acceptable 

accuracy·within the chosen tolerance. Numerically, the constraint 

values (or residuals), like the variables, also vary over a wide 

range. For the power converter optimization,· it could extend from 
-11 10 for the Simple equality parasitics resistance constraints, 

through 10-l for the very complicated and lengthy equality loss con-

2 . Th straints, to the 10 · range for the inequality EMI constraint. . . us, 

to avoid the situation that certain constraint values are so large 

as to obscure the effects o.f the remaining constraints, the constraint 

scaling technique is also provided to insure that the effect of 
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violating a given constraint is of the same order of magnitude as 

that of violating any other constraint. 

Faster convergence can be achieved by properly using this 

scaling technique. Improper use of the scaling technique has been 

observed to cause the program to diverge. It appears that in this 

specific application optimization, the program can be brought to a 

faster rate of convergence by scaling all the constraint values be-
-2 .. +2 tween 10 to 10 with the constraint tolerance AKMINset around 

10-4 ~ Whenever the maximum scaled constraint violation AKK(k) is 

less than the tolerance AIOUN, the stopping criteria is said to be 

satisfied and the program converges with acceptable accuracy. The 

above stopping criteria can be better understood by stating it in a 

more concise mathematical form shown in the fo.llowing: 

C~k): Constraint value for ith constraint in iteration k. 
l. 

SC. Scaled factor for the ith constraint. 
l. 

WW~k): The absolute scaled constraint violation for ith 
l. 

constraint in iteration k, that is, 
I. (k) I 

(k) Ci · 
WWi = SC. 

l. 

AKK(k): Largest scaled constraint violation in iteration k, 

that is, AKK(k) = max {WW~k)} 
• l. 
l. 

Whenever AKK(k) is less than AKMIN in the iteration process, 

the (!onvergence is said to be reached with acceptable accuracy and 

computation is terminated. 
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The program can also be l:'Un wi.th.out the cons.tt"aint scaling 

technique. However, for acceptableaccur.a.cy the constraint tolerance 

must be· set to less than 10 ... 7 ip.stead of 10-4• Based on the .g,uthor's 

experience, it is easier tocoµ.trol the speed of convergence by uaing 

the s;caling technique already built in th.e p:i::ogram. If the scaled 

factors are all set equal to one, th.en the scaling will.be rendered 

3.4. ·prioritt; of ·computation ·seopping ·cti.tetia 
- - .. . . - . . . . . .. 

Satisfaction of the variable and constraint stQpp~g crite't'i.ii 

are two of the normal exits of the computer iterations.. M.oth¢.\t' cas:e 

should be. mentibni:!d in the execution process of the progrmn. When the 

maximw:n number of calls of the user's subroutine ALAGB is reached, then 

the program terminates. This maximum number, parameter MAXFN, is pre-

set to l.imit the computation time in case the program never reaches .. 

convergence. The flow chart of the priority of stopping crite]:'ia 

is· shown in Figure (3.4-1). The tepnination .of execution through 

constraint stopping criteria is deemed the most desirable since it 

satisfies the constraints to the required tolerance. On certain 

occasions, the exit through satisfying the variable stopping criteria, 

is accurate enough to be acceptable. The priority of these two 

normal exits is dependent on how the use;rs choose the vari.ab.le and 

constraint tolerances. For example:t if the users choose very st:ri.ct 

constraint tolerance compared to the variable tolet:ance, the p:rogr~ll\ 

will tnos·t likely terminate execution through the variable stt»pp:;tng 

criteria. Depending on how s:mall the tole:rance is, the ~olut~on ®Y 
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be as accurate as the e.x;i.t fro'!Ii cons.traint stopping criteri.a. It :t.s 

suggested that the users set.the constraint tolerance slightly larger 
·. . ·~ . ~ (for example, 0.75 x 10 ) than the variable toleranee (10 ) in order 

to terminate the execution thro.ugh the 111ore desirable constraint 

stopping criteria. 

])i,scuss:i.on ·of ·Flowchart for I'riori.ty . of Stopping ·Criteria 

(1) Exit 1 

This exit means the objective function has been evaluated the 

number of times equal to the user's supplied controlling.parameter 

MAXFN. Because the program may still need Jll(>re executions when 

reaching MAXFN, the solutions from this exit are in mast cases n<;>.t 

accurate. The user may increase MAXFN to get proper convergence. 

· (2) EXit 2 

This exit means the largest scaled constraint viol,ation is 

less than the constraint tolerance. The solution from this exit is 

considered most desirable. 

(3) Exit. 3 

This exit means the largest difference of all the variables 

between consecutive iteration is less than the variable tolerance. 

In this conditio.n., the solution accuracy cannot improve much With 

more iterations. Depending on the variable tolerance, th.e solutions 

through this exit are of ten acceptable. 

(4) Loop 4 

If the program does not provide a maximumnumbei; of executions 

of the user's subroutine and if the users do not set a maxi:mum 
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.. execution time, then the program cpntinues to circulate in the loop 

in the event that it is divergent. 

3. 5 E;ffective Programming ApPtoach.es. and ·Evaluation ·of· the 
·. COtilp-U:tet Printouts 

The nonlinear programming algorithms based on the Augmented 

Lagrangian Penalty Function Method is so far the most effective 

package available in dealing with the NLP problem. However, due to 

the highly complicated nonlinear constraints and objective function, 

such as, those encountered in power converter optimization, and due 

to the complication of the convergence problems, the successful and 

satisfactory implementation of the NLP is highly dependent on the 

effective progranunin.g techniques. The estimates of the starting 

point and the utilization of the sacaling technique is crucial. in a 

successful implementation. Based on the author's experience with 

ALAG, accurate results can be obtained by the efficient and effective 

approach outlined in the flowchart in Figure (3 .. 5-1). After checking 

carefully the main program, all the constraints and their respective 

first order derivatives, the starting point~· and the controlling 

parameters, an effective approach proceeds .as follows: (1) use variable 

and const.raint scaling technique as described previoualy, {2) set 

computer execution time and printing pages limit in the JCL and run the 

program, (3) interpret and check the results to see if the res.ults are 

accurate and acceptable, (4) if yes, perturb the $tarting point to 

ascertain whether the results obtained are globally optimum, (5) if 

the re$ults are not acceptable, check to see if the maximUlll rtumbe;r o~ 

callings of .ALAGB have been reached and rerun the program. 
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Although this,process $ee1ns laborous and.cumbersoJJe, sQ far 

it appears to be the best way to run the program in order to ohtain 

better solutions. While interpreting and checking th.e :results, the 

follow:Lng evaluation checklist is recominended. 

Checklist for the Eva.lµatiort. of the Outputs 

(1) Check whether the solution x stays in the feas.ible :region, that 

is, whether or not x satisfies the ine.quality constraints. 1!oJ: 

equality constraints, the residuals must be within the tolerance; 

for i~quality constraints, what is important is that the in-

equality is satisfied. 

(2) The solution obtained is by the constraint stopping criteria, 

that is, the largest scaled constraint violation is less than 

.Ai<MIN. 

(3) The solution :x: is physically reasonable and realizable. The· 

:magnetic design, in the case of po-wer converter optimization, 

should be checked for the realizability due to its complicated 

design nature. 

If the solutions obtained are not acceptable~ then it is 

important to follow the flowchart shown in Figure (3.5-1} and rerun 

the program. 



CHAPTER.4 

IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISONS OF·OPTIMUM CONVENTIONAL 
BUCK-BOOST AND CUK CONVERTERS . 

The results of the implementation of the conventional Buck-

Boost and Cuk converters obtained through the Nonlinear Programming 

Techn:lque are presented in this chapter. Detailed· comparisons.,. evalu-

at±ons, and the implementation of the two converters are made. The 

coupled.;.inductor version .of the Cuk converter under the balanced and 

unbalanced cutrent reduction is discussed and compared. 

4.1· Basis of Comparisons and Li.St of symbols 

Two comparisons are made between these two converters: 

(1) Comparison of the loss and weight breakdowns as a function of 

switching frequency ranging from 20 KHZ to 60 KHZ in 10 KHZ steps; 

this is the comparison under the constant frequency operation of the 

optimum design of the two converters for the given frequency; (2) Com-

parisons of various loss and weight breakdowns under the optimum 

design; the switching frequency is tJ:eatedas a variable in the im-

plementation. through the nonlinear programming. The bases upon 

which the comparisons are :lliade are restated in the following with a 

list of symbols for loss and weight breakdowns. 

(1) Basis of Coyrparisons: 

(a) Both converters have the same number of components with 

different topological connections. 

{b) Both perform the same functions of either stepping up or 

stepping down the input voltage. 

78 
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(c) Both converters satisfy the spme pe·r£o"J.11lance requirements 

and the same des·ign const'l".;:l.ints as: presented in Chapter 2. 
0 

(d) Both converters use the same design constants and the same 

material, i.e., th.e same semiconducto·r and magnetic core 

materials. 

(e) Comparisons are based on the optimum design of both con-
I 

verters. '.For equitable ca:mparisons, it makes sense to 

compare the best design of the two converters that satisfy 

the same perfppna,nce specitications rather than the com-

parisons, of subopti'JD.um conve·rter.s given by p·revious inves,.. 

tigators (13). 

(2) List ot·sy!llbols of Loss·and WeightBreakdowns·for·comparisons 

Loss Breakdowns 

PIF = EMI Filter power los$. 

PQB ;:::: Transistor base drive loss 

PQS = Transis.tor switching losses 

= Turn-on loss + turn-off los.s 

PQ = Transistor total los.s 

= PQB + :PQC + l'QS 

:PDC = Diode conducti.on loss 

PDS = Diode sw:i.tching loss 

= Turn-on + Turn,..of f loss. + Recovery loss 

PD = Diode total power loss 

= PDC + PDS 

PQC = Transistor conductor loss 
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PERS = Output filter capac:;it.Pl:' ESR loss 

POFl == Energy sto~age ;tnducto;r ·.core loss 

POFC == Ene;rgy stPX'.age induetoX'.copper:loss 

POF = Total loss of. ene'.rgy storage inductor· 

PMA.G = Total magnetic loss 

= l'IF + FOF 

PT =i Converter total power loss 

== :PIF + PQ + PD + PQF + :PER.S 

·weight :Breakdowns 

WI == Total magnetic core weight 

WW =Total magneti:c winding.weight 

WIW = ~gnetic cQre weight plus winding weight 

WS ..... Sou'I.'ce 'Weight 

WSM - Sou:rce weight.cont;t'.ibuted by magnetic losses 

WH == Packaging t-leight (including heat sink) 

WHM == Packaging weigh.t cont~ibuted by magnetic los.ses 

WC = Total capacitor weight 

WMAG = Total weight due to magnetics 

= WI + W + WSM + WHM 

W =Total converterweight 

;:: WIW + we + ws + WH 

4. 2 · ·Implementation· and .Evaluation· of. the· QptiJilUiil. Ctik and 
· Cortverttiortal .· Buck ... Boos·t · Coiive·rters 

The numerical values used for the known design constants and 

performance specifications. are p:resented in Table (4. 2-1) and table 
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Table (4. 2-..1) 

Numerical Values Used for the Design Constants 

Fe: Windot¥ pitch factor (1.9) 

FW: Core window fill factor (0.4) 

Conductor resistivity (0.172 x 

Core density (7800 K.g/m3) 

3 Conductor density (8900 Kg/m ) 

"'."'7 10 · oh:in-m) 

2 Maximum operating fl~ density (BSl = B52 = BS6 = 0.4 W/m 

Weight per farad (Dk3 ' Dk4, Dk5/210, 1100, 72 kg/F) 

Voltage drop across collector-emitter and base emitter 
(0.25, o.s volts) 

Transistor switching times (0.15 µsec, 0.2 µsec) 

Diode forward voltage drop (0.9 volts) 

' Diode st¥itching times (0.03 µsec, 0.05 J.isec. 0.03 µsec) 

~: Packaging weight density (15.4 Watt/Kg) 

Ks: Source weight density (30. 8 Watt/Kg) 

K: Core window area dimensional ratio (1. 3) 
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Table (4. 2-2) 

Numerical Values Used for the Performance Specifications 

PE1 : EM'I filter resonant peaking limit (2) 

P0 : Output power (60 Watts) 

E1 : Input voltage (15V) 

E0 : Output voltage (28V) 

S: Frequency dependent source conducted interference (O.lA) 

r: Output ripple factor (1%) 
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(4. 2-2). The design constants: we:r;e obtai.ned through the :i11anu:f ac-

turer' s catalog and data sheets.. . Th.es:e known numeri.ca.1 values ;:ire 

used in the computer p:rog:i:;am to ;fa,cilitate the comparisons. 

4. 2 .1 . Comparisons Under Constant . F·tequertcy . Operation . for . the 
Step..;.Up Mode 

In this subsection, the compa'!'isons q::re made with the :i.nput 

voltage stepped from 15 volts to 28 volts. The comparisons under the 

s.tep down mode, that is, input voltage is· stepped from 28 volts to 

15 volts, will be presented in Section4.2.3. 

By treating the transisto:r.switching frequency as a constant 

in the computer runs, the los.s. and weigh.t ·breakdowns as a function 

of switching frequency can be obtained. Several advantages are gained 

using this less complicated but more laborous approach. 

(1) By carefully examinip.g th.e design constraints presented in 

Chapter 2, it can be :found that the transis.tor switching f re-

quency intertwines :from input :filter design, through the 
' switching and energy stora,ge/transfer devices, down to the out-

put :filter design. Due to this: fact and the fact that the con-

straints are highly nonlinear, it is rather diff:icult to con-

verge the nonlinear problem. By treating the transistor swi.tch-

ing frequency as a constant in each computer run, the conve:r-

gency difficulty and overwhelming computation time can be alle-

viated. 

(2) Important design ins,ights can be obtained by plotting the de-

,tailed weight and loss breakdowns; as a :function of switching 

frequency. Instead of identifying a single optimum operating 
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frequency, the plotted.curves·will p;rovide perhaps a ;r~nge P.~ 

frequency .in wb.:i.ch. the. totp,l s.yatem weight stay~· tn the lQin;t. ... 

mum value. The o-ptimum operatin-g frequency asse.ased by this 

appr.oach {i~e., at the valleyJ?oillt of the plotted curve) can 

be checked with opt~um design by tl;'ea,ting the switching · fre-· 

quency as a variable. 

(3) The. trend and tX'adeo;i;fs. betweeif weight and loss as: a function 

of swi:tching :frequency can oe ~eadi.ly evaluated and clearly 

depicted. 

The.nume'tically dete;nUned loss and weight breakdowns of 

the conventional Buck ... B.oQs:i: and Cuk convewte':t's for the constant 

frequency :mode of operation arre plotted in Figures (4.2 .... 1) and ·(4.2-2) 

respectively.· The symbol~ in the parenthesis standsfor the conven-

tional Buck-Boost . converter a,nd the C stands: for the Cuk · converter. 

The magnetic components, such. as inductors and transfontiers, cons.ti-. . . 

tute one of the major ingredients o;f a switching powerprocessingsys ... 

tem. Their im.pact on the total converter system loss and weight 

breakdowns as a function o;t; swi.tching f-requency are .also plotted in· 

Figure (4~2-3) and Figure (4.2-4) respectively. 

Discussi.on: 

(1) By comparing the total losses and loss' breakdowns of the tWo 

converters as shown in :Figure (4. 2-1), it can be seen that the 

conventional Buck-Boost converter is inferior to the Cuk con-

ve-rter in each respect~ This points out that the Cuk converter 
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is more ef f ;tcient in supplyi,ng the ~®le DC output pgwe;r;- tRr th..e 

S:alI1e perfomance speciftcations· ~nd constraints •. 

(2) The total lo$S is ob~e~ed to have a U.,..s·hape cu~e for both 

converters •. The decreas:e of the total loss at lower sld.:.tching 

frequencies is caused by the reductiono:f the winding copper 

losses of the magnetic components, the.rapidly increasing total 

loss at the higher :f requenc.y end is caused by the rapidly in-

creasing semiconductor switching losses. Due to the interaction 

of these two effects at low-and high frequency. ends, the U-shape 

is thus fonned. 

(3) One of the advantages pf operating the switching powe·r· converter 

at as high a frequency l!S. poa~tb.le is the reduction of magnetic 

size and weight with. frequency as sh.ow· in '.Figure ( 4. 2 .... 2) for 

curve WIW. As a res.ult oil; the rapidly increasing total. loss at 

the high frequency end, the s:ou'X'ce and heat sink weight increase; 

thus the advantageous: weight reduction due to the shrinking 

magnetic components i.s much more than counterbalanced. This 

U-shape effect as observed.in ·Figure (4.2-1) and Figure (4.2-2) 

s.ets the maximum switching frequency for an ef fid.ent switChing 

power converter operation (i.e. , either minimum. weight or 

minimum loss). Thi.s observation points out an ilI1portant fact 

that for each specific application of a switching power con-

verter, there must be an optimum operating frequency to achieve 

the objective of the minimUIIJ. loss or minimum weight operation. 

Iterative design process,es by randomly selecting a switching 
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frequency; .turn out to he ve,,;"l' t:;tll).e.,.consuming and result in a 

suboptimum des:ign. Thi.a aubjective brUte ... fo'rce, t,:r;~al-and ... 

erro:r pro.cess shou,td be avo;t.d.ed. now that an ef f.icient . Nonlinea,;r 

Progra~ng Technique is available. 

(4) In order to see the impact of -~gnet;i:cs on the operation o;f a 

switching powe'I' conyerte:r '.111Qre clea+"ly, the information of the 

related magnetic loas. and .we:igh.t b:r;eakdowns is extl:'acted and·· 

plotted in Figures· (4. 2-3} and· (_4~2-.4). The dec-reasing 1nagnetic 

size and weigh.t are depicted clea'tly as a. function of increasing 

· switching frequency shown as- cu~e WIM. TheT.e is, however, a 

practical limit on themaxiJI!um operating frequency due to the 

incJ:"easing source and packag::f;ng.weight contr;t.buted·by the increas-

ing. total -magnetic losses·· shown· as P.MAG in Figu:r;e (4. 2.-3) • Also, 

shown in :Figures (4.2 .... 3) and ·(4. 2-4) are the magnetic loss and 

.weight breakdowns of the two convetters. The'Cuk converter is 

clearly superior.to the cpnyentiona1 Buck-Boost converter. in 

ever:y loss category.· 

(5) The weight breakdowns· as. a function of switching frequency only 

point out a frequency range fo'r optimum operation. The optimum 

ope:rating frequency ca.nbe pinpointed in one attempt by treating 

the switching frequency as. a variable in the computer illlpletilen-

tation as presented in the following subsection. The :results 

obtained for constant frequency and variable frequency operations 

can l:>e compared with each other as will also be presented in the 

neJtt section. 
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4.2.2 Comparisons of the Optim'firil Designs at the Optimum 
Frequendes for th.e Step Up Mode · 

By examining the design constraints, in Chapter 2 ca.;re;fully, 

the switching frequency can be :found in :many of· the complicated non~ 

linear constraints, such. as, the los.s constraint, output ripple factor 

constraint, and EMI cons.trci.int, etc. Due to the intertwining of the 

switching frequency f:tomthe input filter down to the output, it is 

rather difficult to get the PI:"og:ra.:m.to converge in a short co:mputa-

tion time. However, there is one a.dya.ntage of treating the switch-

ing frequency as a vari.able. Instead of locating a range of suitable 

switching frequencies: and. components:, the overall ~des·ign< information 

can be pinpointed in just one attempt. 

Instead of plotting the loss and weight breakdowns as a 

function of switching frequency, th.e comput;ing results of the two con-

verters are tabulated in Tables (4. 2-3) and (4. 2-4) fo;r comparison. 

ilso, by read;ing the curves. of weight breakdowns as shown in :F;igure 

(4.2-2) obtained through constant frequency operation, the optimum 

operation of the two converters fall in the range between 30 KHZ and 

40 KHZ. In order to double ch.eek that the results through the com-

puter implementation by treating the fl;equency as a vari.able fall 

i.n the valley of the curves. obtai.ned by plotting the loss and weight 

breakdowns against frequency, the computer results of 30 KHZ, optimum 

design and 40 KHZ for both converters are tabulated in Tables (4.2-5) 

and (4. 2-6) for loss and weight breakdowm;. to make sure that the 

results coming from both operations are consistent. 
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Table (4. 2-3) 

Comparison of Loss Breakdowns for Both Converters for the Optimum 
Design under the Step Up Mode 

Cuk Buck-Boost 
p· 39 276 HZ 34 473 HZ 

Unit Watts Watts 

Input Filter Loss PIF 2.1299 1. 9095 

Transistor Losses PQB 0.3461 0.3856 

PQC 1.0815 1.2049 

PQS 0.7446 0.6804 

PQ 2.1722 2.2709 

Diode Losses PDC 2.0858 2.3237. 

PDS 0.0887 0.1394 

PD 2.1745 2.4631 

ESR Loss PERS 0.0483 0.2165 

Output Filter Losses POFC 0.8878 5.3007 

POFI 0.1459 0.4215 

POF 1.0338 5.7222 

Magnetic Loss PMAG 3.1637 7.6317 

Total Loss PT 7.5587 12.5822 

Efficiency e 0.8887 0.8299 
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Table (4. 2-4) 

Comparison of Weight Breakdowns f o'l' Both Converters for tb.e 
Optimum Designs Under the Step-Up Mode 

F 39,276 HZ 34 ,473 HZ 
Unit ·Grams Grama 

WI 17.6 55.5 

WW 16.1 55.2 

WIW 33.7 110.7 

WSM 102.7 247 .8 

ws 2191. 9 2347.2 

WHM 205.4 495.6 

WH 487.8 798.3 

we 20.7 47.1 

WMAG 341.8 854.1 

2734.1 3303.3 
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·Discussion: 

By ex~ni.ng the losS;· ~nd we:ight breakdowns of; the Qpt~uµi 

designs of both converters sh.own in Tables (4.2-.3) and (4.2,..4) the 

following observations can be Mde: 

(1) The Cuk converter outperforms the conventional Buck-Booat con-

verter from both the ef:eiciency and weight point of views. A 

total of 73 watts of input power are required for Buck-Boost con-

verter to supply the required 60 watts output due to its lower 

efficiency operation. The Cuk. converter on the other hand requires 

only 68 watts at the input which accounts for its almost 90% 

power conversionefficiency. 

(2) By comparing the detailedloss and weight breakdowns of both con-

verters item by ite'.l!J., the Cuk.. converter demonstrates be.ttex per-

formance, thus culminating in an overall better performance. One 

striking difference between the detailed comparison shows that the 

magnetic losses of th.e energy s.torage inductor of the conventional 

Buck-Boost converter contributes a Mjor loss (almost 45% of total 

losses); this loss is mainly from the copper loss of the energy 

storage/transfer inductor since a large current passes through 

this device. This large current is caused by the topological posi-

tion of the transistor and diode which interconnect the input and 

output ports. These two switching devices disconnect the input 

and output ports during the entire switching cycle. This produces 

a large current pulse through the switching devices and results 

in a load-dependent output voltage ripple. In the Cukconverter, 

on the other hand, the energy storage/transfer capacitor always 
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interconnects the i.nput and•Qutput.po;rts du:r;~ng the enti;r;e 

eiwitchtng cycle.· Duetoth.e.".topolog~cal di:l;ferences.be.~eeo. the 

two converters, large dif fei;r;encea· ill ._per:J;o~ce.. (r;esult ;f9;r; . the 

same voltage convets.ion ~unction~ · 

(3) The detailed los.a breakdi:>~S: shQw< t~t the :OC conducti.on losses 

of the switching deviceacoIJ.tt'illute. the'inajor.po;rtion to the. 

total transistor and diode.losses~ This: is only true.f.o:r the 

low frequency end around 40 .KHZ ·.o;r Below-~ The ;fact is that the 

device· switching loa.ses: inc~e.Ase:tapidly at the high frequency 

end over 100 KHZ, and beconie the d01Ilinant factor of. the total 

device losses. Due to the rapidly increasing switching losses, 

with frequency at the bi.gh frequency end, l1igh speed switching 

devices become a vital f{!,CtO\l;fOt.'.high·:f;i;-equency·swj:.tching power 

converters. This is necessa:ry in order to take ad'Vantage of the 

decreasing size and WE!ightof the ~gnetic and capacitive com-

ponents with increasing frequency (61). 

(4) In order to show that the data obtained by treating the f.:requency 

as a vatiable yields an optiIQ.Ulll design, the results of the 30 and ' . . 

40 KHZ obtained from constant frequency operation are tabulated 

with that of the ·variable f~equency operation in Tables (4. 2-5) 

and (4. 2-6}. The cons:;Lstency and continui.;ty of these three resl,llts 

demonst-rate that the opt:;tzqpm design obtained thro_ugh variable 

frequency operation is. reasonably accurate. However, one fact 

needs to be brought out at this point, that the minimum weight 

des.ign of the power converter does not necessarily imply the 

achievement of the minimum loss at the same operating point. 
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'rable (4.2-5) 

Comparison of Loss and Weight Breakdowns of the Buck-Boost 
Converter for 30~, 34.5 KHZ (optimum) and 40 KHZ Operation 

Loss .30 KHz. Optimu.nl {34,473 HZ) ·40 KHZ 
Unit Watts Watts Watts 

PQ 2.1906 2.2709 2.4038 

PD 2.4483 .2~4631 2.5156 

PERS 0.1909 0.2165 0.2509 

PMAG 7.6616 7.6317 7.9105 

PT 12.4915 12.5822 13.0808 

Wei~ht Kg Kg Kg 

WI 0.0581 0.0555 0.0433 

WW 0.0576 0.0552 0.0389 

ws 2.3531 2.3472 2.3731 

WH 0.8100 0.7983 o.sso1 

WC 0.0503 0.0471 0.0355 

WMAG, 0.8620 0.8541 0.8527 

w 3.3292 3.3034 3.3409 



Loss 
Unit 

PQ 

PD 

PERS 

PMAG 

PT 

Weight 

WI 

WW 

ws 
WH 

WC 

WMAG 

w 
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Table (4. 2-6) 

Comparison of Loss and Weight Breakdowns of the Cuk Converter 
for 30 KHZ, 39.3 KHZ (Optimum) and 40 KHZ Operation 

30 KHZ 0Etimum (39 2 276 HZ) 40.KHZ 

Watts Watts Watts 

1.9853 2.1722 2.1855 

2.1515 2.1745 2.1797 

0.0455 0.0483 0.0523 

3.0331 3.1637 3.1580 

7.2163 7.5587 7.5754 

Kg Kg Kg 

0.0290 0.0176 0.0178 

0.0254 0.0161 0.0162 

2.1820 2.1919 2.1940 

0.4679 0.4878 0.4919 

0.0326 0.0207 0.0203 

0.3498 0.3418 0.3416 

2.7370 2.7341 2.7403 
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Thi.s point is. brough.t 9ut by. the ~act that the tQt~l lqs.s, 9f. the 

minitilumwei.gnt:design ,;i,t 39~2?6. HZ and 34~473 HZ. fo'.t' .Cuk ,and 

Buck.,..Boost converteirs :respectiyely a,re h;ighe'.t' than those at the 

30 KHZ ope't'ation. Thi,s ;l;a,.ct ,;:i,ga,in ~nifests the t:;radeo;ff be.-

tween los,s. and weight of a switching :power conve:rte't' as the 

sw,ltching frequency is incre~s.ed. 

In o-rde'l:' to show the i;>e';licentage contribution o;f the loss 

and weigh.t b;i:'eakdowns. o;f both conve~te;rs, Tables (4. 2-7) and (4.2-8) are 

provided. Some discus.s;i.:Qn. bgsed on these data follows. 

(5) Device switch:i;ng losses. p,ccoun.t ;!;01:'· a substantial po:rtion of 

the total losses fo·;t' both converters. Another major contribu-

tion o:J; the loss. comes f,'.l;"QJn the magnetic_ copper and core loss. 

These two major loss.es: set tlie limit of the maximum ope;i;a.ting 

frequency. 

(6) Magnetic weight cont?:;ibutes a substantial part, therefore, 

improper design could caus:e the loss and weight penalty to in-

crease. However, th.e largest portion of weight comes from th.e · 

output.power requirement.·. High.er output power requires heav:i.er 

total weight. 

(.7) Capacitor weight contributes a -minor portion to the overall con-

ve:rter weight and at the same time does not involve the compli-

ca.ted factors as :found in the des:i.gn of magnetic components. 

(8) The device stress.es :i.nclude the voltage and current ratings. 

The current stress is. measured when the device is in conduction. 

The voltage stress is measured when the device is cut off. The 
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Table (4~ 2-7) 

PeJ:"centage Compa;risona of. Fower Losses of Both. Conye:i;te;i:;s, 
for.th.e Optilin.mlDes;tgns.of.th.e Step;..up :Mode 

Cuk Buck-Boost 
39,276 HZ 34,473 HZ 

. Unit % (Watts) % (Watts) 
Input ·Filter Loss 28~18: (2.1299) 15.18 (1. 9095) 

Transistor.Loss 28.74 (2.1722) 18.05 (2.2709} 

Diode Loss 28.76 (2.1745) 19.58 (2.4631) 

ESR Loss 0.64 (0.0483) 1.72; (O. 2165) 

Output Filter Loss 13.68 (1.0338) 45.47 (S. 7222) 

100 (7.5587) 100% (12.5822) 
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Table (_4~2,...8) 

:Percentage Comparisons.· of.'W;eight·Breakdow.ns·Qf.Both_Conye;i;te;rS,. 
· for: the OJ?timum Des.igus. ·· o;f the Step;...up ~ode · · 

Frequency 

Unit 

Weight. ;f;:om· Capacit.ors 

Weight from Switching Losses 

We:L.ght £,or· Pow:er Output 
Requirement 

Cuk Buck-Boost 
39,276 HZ 34,473 HZ 

. % '(g) % ,(&) . 

·l2~48 .{341.85) .2s~:64 {8;54. 08) - ' 

. o .. 92. (25.40) 2.05 {68.191 

:15.46 '(423. 38) .l3.·84 '(_460.87) 

71.13: . (1948. os1 58. 4 7' (1947 •. as} 

99.99% (2738.68) 100% (3330. 99) 
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comparison of the dey;lce stxes:ses: o;f both conve·;rtexl':!, ;:i,pe s.h.Qwn 

in Table (4. 2-9). ln th.t.it table 1 the dey;i_ce fo:rward voltage 

d;i:op and the small s.w:itching ripple a,;t;'e neglected. ~rom this 

table, the voltage stress o:f the trans:is.tox and d:iode of bpth 

converters are equal. The average current stress o:f the Buck-

Boost converter is slightly hi.gher than that of the Cuk.cpnve'l;'ter 

since the-re is an e:eficiency :facto'r (Ea + eE:tLdnvolved' in the 

numerator of the Cuk converter compared to that of (Ea + Ei) for 

the Buck-Boost converter as shown in the Table,. and the ef;fi-

ci.ency e is always less, than one. · 
EO Ei 

Because D ;:= l-D (this is 

the input-output voltage -;r:elationship for the two converters, 

h · · · · ·1 · · . EO D ) h 1 f t e origina . equati,on is. E ;:= l-D . , so t e vo tage st-;r:ess o 
i . 

the two convexters are equal as also shown in Table (4.2-9). 

4.2.3 Comparisons of Cuk and Buck..;.Boost Converters in the Step 
Down Mode 

Since both the Cuk converter and the conventional Buck-Boost 

converter can either step up or step down the input voltage, the vol-

tage step down case is investigated in this subsection in order to 

complete the evaluation and compa-;r:ison. The loss and weight break-

downs for both converte-;r:swhen the i,nput voltage 'is stepped from 28 

volts down to 15 volts are tablulated in Tables (4.2-10) and (4.2-11) 

respectively. 

Discussion: 

Tables (4. 2-10) and (4. 2-11) are obtained by swapping the 
' input and output voltage of the previous two subsections with the 
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Table <(4• 2.:..9). · 

. Coinparison · of·. De'Vice. St.ress.ea . o'f: the 
· ·Buck-Boost: and·· Cuk·. Converters 

Tra.nsis.tar.Voltage Stress 

Diode Voltage Stress 

Transistor Average Cul'rent 

Diode Average Current 

Cuk 

EO 
D 

Po<Eo+eEi) 
eE1E0 

P0 (E0 + eE1) 

.eEi:EO 

Buck-Boost 

.Po(Ea+Ei) 
eE1E0 

Po(Eo + Ei) 
eEiEO 
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Table (4~ 2-10) 

CQ.l!JJ?aris.on of Losa B::r:eak..dow.:riS:· :fo:r ·.Both Conve:rte;ts When 
the Input .Voltage ±s. Stepped·. Down i:roni 28V to -15V 

Cuk Buck-Boost· 
... F· ·44.,830 HZ 36,488 HZ 
·Unit· Watts Watts·.• 

:tn:put :Vil te;r · Loss .1.009 0.:4041 

T:rani;d,sto;r Loss·es .1.6424 1.5532 

Diode Losses 3.8149 4.4298 

ESB. Loss 0.0289 0.1077 

Output.Filter Losses i ... 7486 5.0724 

Magnetic Losses 3.7576 5.4764 

Total Loss 9.2439 11.5672 

Efficiency 0.8669 0.8403 

l 
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Table. (4• 2 ... 11) 

Colilj>a:rison of Weight B'l:'ea.lc.dow:ria ·. fo:r Both. Conyejl;'te:rs. 
When th.e Input Voltage :t.s Stepped Dowi). f:ro.m 28V tQ 15Y 

F· 

Unit· 
Core and Winding Weight 

Source Weight 

Packaging Weight 

Capacitor Weight 

Magnetic Total Weight 

Total Weight 

Cuk. 
· 44.830·HZ· 

Kg 

': 0.0163 

.2.2472 

0.5983 

0.1196 

0.3823 

2.9815 

Buck~:Soost 

36,;488 HZ· 
'·.Kg· 

0.0777: 

2.3184· 

0.7406 

0.0471 

0.6112 

.'.3.1839 
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res.t of des;i.gn constants and pelif.O't'}llance requirements nQt cha,nged. 

(1) The Cuk conve;r;-ter is _agai.n a:upe;i;i.o:r to the Buck..,..Boost conve;rte;r 

in both the loss and·.weight. bt:;eo?,kdowns. 

(2) When compared with the previous. voltage step-up cP.se g:;i:.yen in 

Tables ( 4. 2-3) and , ( 4. 2-4) , th_e Cuk converter gets. worse because 

higher losses and heavie',t' weights due to the larger cul;'rent 

flowing in the.output.port resulting ;f;rom the smaller output 

voltage (frC>Jll 28 volts. in the step-up case to the 15 volts in 

the present step-down cas.e. Thi.s :res.ul ts in higher w::i.nd:i.ng 

copper losses :i.n the output f:;i:._lte·r inductor. The coppe;i; loss of 

the Buck-Boost converter, on the other hand, decreases because 

the increase input ypltage decreases the current pas.sing through 

the magnetic com.ponent, which :results in lower magnetic losses. 

(3) The optimum operating frequency of the Cuk conve-rte:r increas.es 

from 39,276 HZ to 44,830 HZ, and £or the Buck-Boos·t conve:rte'.r, 

it increases from 34,473 HZ to 36,488 HZ. This information shows 

that in order to obtain the optimum design, both converters JllUSt 

operate at higher :frequencies for the step-down case. 

4.3 Evalu<:ttion of the Optimum Coupled Inductor Cuk Converter 
for Balanced.and Unbalanced Current Reduction 

The coupled inductor version of the Cuk converter is shown 

in Figure (4.3-la). The 1:1 proportionality of the two inductor vol-

tage waveforms shown in Figure (4.3-lb) has led to the idea of coup ... 

ling the inductors togethe:r (14,19). This inductive coupling does 
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Figure (4.3~1) The Coupled Inductor Version of Cuk Converter 

(a) Circuit Configuration 
(b) Proportional Voltage Waveforms Across 

the Coupled Inductor 
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not alter the basic DC to DC.convers;i.pn p:roperty. However? the cpup-

ling of these inductors:.· allows,. a. i,i;-eduction in both the input and out,.. 

put current ripples. Thus, i.n .addition to the capa,citi:Ve ener.W 

transfer through the electric ft.eld, there ;ts now an additionp,l ene'l;'ITT' 

transfer through'.the magnetic field and the inductive coupling. De-

pending upon the relationship between the coupling coefficient k and 

the effective turns ratio n, the current ripples can be steered to 

either side of the coupled inductor (14,19). These ·two param.eters 

a.re defined as follows: 

(4. 3-1) 

n;::; (4. 3-2) 

where 1m is the mutual inductance, 122 and 166 are the self-inductances 

of primary and secondary windings. Two cases of current ripple reduc-

ti.on are discussed in the following. 

(1) Balanced reduction of.current ripples 

In this case, n = 1, and the current ripples are reduced 

equally as shown in the following, 

v'J,6 
(4.3-3) 

(k + 1)166 
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As. seen from the above equat:.ton, :;ln the lim:;lt as the c0.upl:;lng 

coefficient k approaches p,re (t:.tght coupl;tng) ? . both. the current 

ripples' are. reduced by two~· Th:.t_s, means; the effective pr:;lma,;ry 

and secondary :.tnductanceS; a'l;'e doubled by tight coupling. 

(2) Unbalanced reduction·. of . current ·tipples 
1 In this cas.e n r 1 and k .. <; n .:; k (14,19). The e:ffect:.tve 

primary and secondary inductances. L f and L are shown in e. p efs 
the following. 

1 - k 
L efp = L22 (l + k) 1 - kn 

L efs = L66 (1 + k) 1 - k 
n - k n 

The following values are chosen for n and k. 

n = 0.996 and k =0.995 

These result in effect:;tve inductances of 

and L ef s 

(4. 3-4) 

(4.3-5) 

These two cases are implemented using the nonlinear programming 

package to investigate the me-rits. o.f the coupled inductor ver-

sion of Cuk converter for both the balanced and unbalanced re-

duction of current ripple. The calculated loss and weight 

breakdowns of the optimum designs for these two cases are tabu-

lated in Tables (4. 3-1) and (4. 3-2) for comparison and evalua-

tion. 
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Table (4.3-1) 

Comparisons. of· :Power .. Losses·.of Coupled Inductor· 
Ouk.Converter for th.e.:Bal,imced and Unbalanced Curl;'ent 

R.ipp:J.e·. R.ed.Uction ·.Modes 

Unbalanced R¢duction Balanced Reduction 
........ Unit ... . . Watts -. Wa.tts .. 

!n,put Filter.Loss· 2.·1629: · .. 2. 2024 

Device Switching Losses 4.3283 4.3394 

ESR Loss 0.0187 0.1053 

Output Filter Copper Loss . 0.1702' 0.3771 

Output Filter Core Loss 0.4477 0.4659 

To.tal Magnetic Loss 2.7807 3.0455 

Total Converter Loss 7 .127'8 7.4902 
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Table ;(4.3-2) 

Comparison of Weight'·lb:ea,kdowna of the CoU'pled 
Inductor.Cuk. Converter for.theBalanced and Unbalp.nced 

. Current Ripple .. Reduction· Modes 

Unit 
Core Weight 

Winding Weight 

Source Weight 

Packaging Weight 

Capacitor Weight 

Total Magnetic Weight 

Total Converter Weight 

·Unbalanced'Reduction 
.Kg·· 

.0.0132 

0.0194 

2.1789 

0.4616 

0.0123 

0.3035 

2.6854 

Balanced Reduction 
.Kg 

0.0186· ' 

0.0223 

2.1878 

0.4795 

0.0255 

0.3375 

2.7337 
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Discussion of the Resulta: 

(1) Al:'> expected,. it ia·.Jllore ady19,nt,ageoi.J,S. tQ ope';l;ate the cg-upled :j,nduc-

tol:' version of the' Cuk.·conve:r;te~under·the unbalanced CU;J:rent 

:r;ipple reduction. Dependin~ on whether the EXI requ:t;tement or the 

output l;'ipple facto:i:- .i.s more desirable, the ripl?le can be stee;i;-ed 

to the input or output atde •. ,Also, the total :magnetic weight of 

the unbalanced reduction· case. la less: than that of the balanced 

-reduction case. Th.ere · is. a'J?p-rox;iJI\ately a 50 ·:·g:r,;un i'educt:t..on in. the 

total weight unde·r the unbalanced case from that of the balanced 

case.·· 

(2) It is interesting to CQ;!I!:pare the output filter ESR loss and the 

output filter inductor cop)?er loss ;for the two cases. Inspection 

of Table (4.3-1) reveals that these two loss factors are 

noticeably di;l;fetent while a,11 the other loss factotsare only 

slightly different. This. co,l!l.paris-on supports the fa.ct that the 

effective secondary inductance is ten t;Lm,es. the se!J: inductance 

before the coupling for the unbalanced case, thus the current 

ripple is steered·to the input side resulting in loweJ: losses in 

the output filter inductor and capacitor. The simulation results 

presented in these tables are in agreement with what theory pre..-

dicts. Due to the reduction o;f the output filter loss .for the 

unbalanced current ?;eduction, the total loss is also smaller in 

this case. 
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4.4 . J.>:rofiles of the <;en¢:ral Cha;;i;acteti,S.tica fot the 
Buck.;.Boost and.Cuk Converte:r 

The~gnetic and·ca.pa,citi;ve.component valueaohtained hr 
tre~t:ing. the frequency as a con~tant· ranging fl:'om· 20 .. KHZ. to 60.KHZ in 

10 KHZ steps. a:re shown in Tables··(4.4-l) @d (4.4-2). fOX' the Buck-

'.Boost and Cuk coh:ve~te;t's. These twci tables giv-e th~ general· trend of 

the lllagnetic and · ca}la.c:t.tive ~izeii as the mtchiri.g · ~:requency i.s in-

creased. Als.o, Figu:rea -{4.2-1) to -(4•2-'+) describe the general trend 

.·of th.e loss/~ight breakdo:wn.S;· as. th.e switching frequency is inc:reased. 

By examining tables. and figures, pl.'ofilea of the genel."al characte"X"is-

tics of the loss/weight breakdowns. and the 111agnetic/capacitive com-

potients aei a functi,on of the switchin_g frequency can be summarized 

a.s fallows : 

(1) i>rofiles of Losa Break.d¢wns 

(a) Quantities that have a U-shape curve B.J;'e listed ;i.n the 

following; 

1. Total loss. 

2. Total :magnetic .loss 

3. Winding coppe·r loss 

(b) Quantities that increase with !req;uency: 

1. T.ransistor total losses· 

2. Diode total loases 

3. Magnetic core loss 

(2) P:tof.iles . of Weil?;ht ·Break.downs 

(a) Quantities that have a U-shat>e curve: 

1. total converter we~ght 
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Table (4. 4-l) 

Component Design Values of Buck-Boos.t as a Function p;f; F;l;."eq11ency 

.. · · .. · 20:.KHZ · · · 30 KHZ · .. 40 .K...l!Z· 50 KHZ · · · 60· KHZ · Unit 
~ (x lO"f4) 0.533 0.531 0.408 0.341 0.291 2 m 

-6 1.30 0.25 0.912 0.783 0.691 2 AC1 (x 10 ) m 

-1 0.677 0.659 0.546 .0.493 .0.456 z1 (x 10 ) m 

11 (x 10-J) 0.269 0.256 0.179 0.141 0.115 H 

-4 0.297 0.291 0.221 0.182 0.153 2 A2 (x 10 '.) m 

Ac2<x 10'""6) 0.684 0.669 0.592 0.535 0.493 2 m 

-1 0.405 0.396 0.356 0.329 0.311 z2 (x 10 . ) m 

-4 12 (x 10 ) 0.899 0.854 0.598 0.469 0.384 H 

A6 (x 10-4) 0.675 0.639 0.602 0.557 0.518 2 m 

AC6(x 10-6) 0.738 0.725 0.681 0.647 0.616 2 m 

z6 (x 10-1) 0.452 0.438 0.422 0.409 0.399 m 

-4 16 (x 10 ) 0.929 0.919 0.880 0.831 0.781 H 

-3 C3 (x 10 ) 0.100 0.948 0.897 0.823 0.758 F 

C4 (x 10-4) 0.155 0.142 0.0485 0.0477 0.0466 F 

C5(X 10-3) 0.307 0.205 0.157 0.127 0.107 F 
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Tahle -(4.4-2). 

Component Design Values of Cuk Converter as a Funct:;ton of Fl;'equency 

20 KHZ 30 KHZ 40 KHZ so KHZ 60 KHZ Unit 

~ (.?t 10""4) 0.468 0.467 0.295 0.235 0.211 2 m 

-6 0.632 0.624 o.467 0.341 2 Aci (x 10 ) 0.389 m 

. -1 0.440 0.438 0.376 0.331 0.305 z1 c~ io .. > m 

L1 (x 10-3) 0.179 0.178 0.116 0 .. 085 0.075 R 

A2 (x io-4·) 0.347 0.302 0.244 0.197 0.183 2 m 

-6 0.743 o. 715 0.599 0.519 0.474 2 ·AC2 (x 10 ) :m 

z2 (x io-1) 0.427 0.408 0.349 0.316 0.307 .m 

L '( -4) 2 .'X 10 . · . 0. 598 0.597 0.388 0.285 0.252 R 

A (x 10-4) 0.177 0.152 0.122 0.110 0.101 2 
6 . m 

-6 ACG (x 10 ) 0.217 0.208 0.173 0.154 0.124 m 2 

-1 z6 (x 10 ) 0.307 0.294 0.263 0.247 0.223 lll 

L6 (x 10-3) 0.103 0.102 0.834 0.787 0.762 H 

c3 (x 10-3) 0.851 0.848 0.676 0.575 0.491 F 

c4 (x 10..,.3) 0.111 0.100 0.028 0.027 0.022 F 

C (x l0-3) 5 . 1.130 0.526· 0.410 0.309 0.248 F 
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. 2. . Source weight 

. 3. Packag;lng pnd heat ~;t.nk. weight 

(b) Quantities that decrease ~th trequency: 

1. Core weight 

2.. Winding weight 

3. Capacitor weight· 

(3) Profiles ·of Ma.gnetic.and·c.apacitive·sizes 

Quantities that decrease with switching frequency are shown in 

the following: 

1. Co:re cross-secti.on area 

2. Core mean magnetic path length 

3. Wire size 

4. Capacitance 

5. !nductance 

The benefit of operat:i.ngthe switching power converter at high 

frequency end is supported by the fact that the magnetic and capaci-

tive components decrease all the way with the increasing switching 

frequency, unfortunately the increasing devi,ce switching losses and 

magnetic losses with increas.;lng switching frequency sets the limit 

of the maximum operating frequency for the optimum design. 



CIDU'TE;R, 5 

DESIGN-ORtENTED SENStT'.tVIT"(ANMYSIS 

In this chapter, the effects o:f us-ing dif fe-rent input vol-

tages and different core mate;tials with different saturation flux 

densities on the total p.ower converter optimization are presented. 

This sensitivity analys.is by pertuX'bing the operating point can PX'O-

vide valuable design insights into the power converter global opti-

mization problem. Usually before the optimization task is taken, 

the performance requirements and the design constants are specified. 

Three parameters are of particular interest in the role of the op-

timization of the switching power converter, that is, the transistor 

switching speed, the input voltage, and the use of different core 

materials with different saturation flux densities. The eUect of -tlle. · 

transistor ·switching speed on the power converter optimization has- al-

ready been investigated in the author's publication (61). The effect of 

the other two factors are investigated in the following by taking the 

Cuk converter as a demonstration example. The analysis can also be 

applied to other types o:f switching power converters. 

5.1 Effect-of-Input Voltage 

Usually in a power converter design optimization, the output 

voltage level is specified along with the :required ripple factor per-

formance-. Depending on the system voltage source limitations, the 

input voltage may be available over a wide range. Since the input 
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yqlta~e i.f;l l,'.elated to the·. ~verage. 1,nput cul;':rent and aince the . ~Ye;!;'.aJ~e 

input current ;i,s.. related~ to the·. ppw:ei;. loss; o;t; ·the· comppnenti;;;,· through 

which the current passes, the choiee of the input voltage plays an 

· important role in the overall .system performance. The Cuk _comterter 

is taken as an-example to study the effect of different input voltages 

.on the total power converter perfo~ 

The loss and weightbreakdp"WJiswith tnput voltages of lOV, 

15V, and .42V are tabulated· in. Table (5.l-1). These results we'.l:'e ob-

tained by the NL!> optimization algorithltl described ea.:rlier. Exami-

nation of this table revealS: some signi;ficant differences in the 

overall power converter perfo:i::mance with different input voltages. 

Therefore,, if the input voltage is not specifically specified in a 

power·converter optimization, it must be considered as an important 

factor in determining the global sys.temoptimization. 

Discussion: 

(1) Examination of Table (5.1-1) reveals that the input filter mag-

netic losses PIF decreas.e with :;tncreasing input voltage rapidly~ 

while at the same ti1n~ the output filter magnetic losses (POF) in-

c:i:ease only JD.Oderately. Due to the decreasing average input 

current and the increasing output current, the magnetic losses 

are steered from the input port to the output port with the in-

put filter magnetic losses decreasing more rapidly, thus result-

ing in a decreasing total magnetic loss shown as PMAG in the 

table. · The decreasing ~gnetic losses account for the decreas-

ing total losses with the :Utcreasing inputvoltage. With the 
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Table . (5.1--1) 

Compa:r:;ls.on o:C Loss and We;lght R:reakdC:iwns o;Cthe CukConviarte:r w;ith 
Input Voltages at;lOY, 15V, and 42Y Res~ectively and 

and Output 'Voltage Fixed at 28V 

Input Voltage· lOV. · 15y.' ·.·.42v 

:.E'(HZ) 39,238 39,276 61,666 

·Loss (Watts): PIF 5.479 2.130 0.424 

l?Q ·3.166 2.172 1.609 

PD 2.357 2.174 2.062 

PERS 0.272 ·0.0483 0.0482 

POF o. '935 1.034 2.131 

PMAG 6.414 3.164 2.554 

PT 11.965 7.559 6.273 

Weight (kg): WI 0.0205 0.0176 0.0087 

WW 0.0179 0.0161 0.0084 

WIW 0.0384 0.0337 o. 0171 

ws 2.3356 2.1919 2.1502 

WH o. 7752 0.4878 0.4042 

we 0.0203 0.0207 0.0081 

WMAG 0.6632 0.3418 0.2658 

w 3.1695 2.7341 2.5796 
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output voltage still aet at 28 .. YQlts., it is . :i;-ecoJ!linended th.at 

.bette;r e;ffic;i:..ency: can .be,.obtAi:ned"_by ope;r;at~ng the -~owe;r con'"-

. ve:r;ter in the step-..down:.1llode. ·· .· l.t is also inte-testl:ng. to note 

th.at the decrease.of the.total los~ ~:r;omlO volts to 15.volts 

is much laJ:ger than. the· .. aec'.t'ea$e f·r.Q'lll 15 volts to 42. This. 

fa.ct points out th.at.the dec~eaS.e of the total loas.es, wi.th 

hi.ghe;r input volt.ages; . :reache$i a ~a.turation ·point as the :j,nput 

voltage i.ncreases beyond ce..rtain levels. 

(2). By exwning the weightbreakdpwna, it is noticed th.at the total 

$ystem weight ;t.s.decreas.ing w:lth inc::reasing input voltage• The 

weight decrease is due to the decreasi,ngsource and heat si,nk 

weights caused by the decreasing 111agnetictotal losses discussed 

previously~ Again a di1ll.inishing return of weight savings as the 

input voltage increas.es beyond a certain point is also noticed. 

5.2 ~ffect of Maximum QPerating :Flux Density 

Since the magnetic components constitute one of the major in-

gredients of the switching power converter, it is significant to study 

the effect of using different core ma.t.erials on the total po'weir con-

verter performance. It is well known that different core materials · 

have different maxim.um opeX-ating flux densities before saturation is 

reached. For example, the Permalloy (79% nickel - 17% i:ron) and the 

Orthonol .(50% nickel - 50% iron) have the maµ.mum flux densities around 

0.4 Weber/m2 and 1.2 Weberlin2 respectively. Again the Cuk converter 

is taken as an example to study the effect of different co:re materials 

on the total power converter performance. The loss and weight 
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b;reqkdown& obta,ined through. the n1;mlinea;r programming . £ot co;re ;nateri ... 

als. with maximum flux dena,itiea,of 0.4,: 0.8? and.1.2 Webe;rs/IIJ.2 a,;re 

g:f,.ven,i:n Table c_s.2 ... 1). There are signif i.cant weight savings by 

using higher flu:x: density co;r:e ma.te;rial. Thus, the select;ton of core 

material :must be considered in.dete;i::min~,ng the global ayste.m 9ptillli--

za,ti.on. 

·Discussion: 

(1) The decreasing ma.gnet:,i._c co;i;-e sJ:ze by us.ing highe':I:' ;flux dens.ity 

core results in a decreasing ma,gnetic core weight and winding 

weight shown as WIW in the Table. 

(2) The decreasing total magnetic losses by using higher flux densi ... 

ty cores accounts f ot the majority of the reduction in the total 

losses. This also results in a reduction of source and heat 

s.ink weights . · 

(:3) Again the diminishing ;return of loss and weight reduction with 

the increasing core flux density is. obs.erved for the total los.s 

and total weight. 
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T~ble . (5. 2 .... 1) 

Co:m.pa:ison of Lo~s and'· Weight·. B:eakdowna o;I; .cuk. Cpnve:rte;t w;;Lt~ 
the Ma.xl.llit.Un Operating Flux Dens-it;t..es of 0.4, 0.8 a.nd·l.O W.ebe;t/Jll. 

Flux Dena;Ltx · · 0~4 ... .. 0~8 . 1~2 

F(HZ) 39,276 39,276 39,276 

Lo as (Wa,tts): P-IF" 2.1299 1.4564 1.2192 

PQ 2.1722 2.1259 2.1164 

PD 2.1745 2.1793 2.1736 

PERS .0.0483 0.0417 0.0384 

POF 1.0338 0.6965 0.6023 

PMAG. 3.·1637 2.1529 1.8215 

PT 7.5588 6.4998 6.1499 

·Weight (kg): WIW 0.0337 0.0326 0.0233 

ws 2.1919 2.1591 2.1477 

WH 0.4878 0.4221 0.3993 

WC 0.0207 0.0167 0.0149 

WMAG 0.3418 0.2423 0.2007 

w 2.7341 2.6304 2.5853 



. CHAl'TEl{ 6 

CONCLUSIONS .. AND '.RBCOMMENDATIONS 

A noniinear prQgr~g.technique,using thepena.ltyfunction 

method has been presented. and utilized foJ;· the comparison af the con-

ventional' :Suck-Boost ·and Cuk..conve:rtel;'s. Detailed comparisons w.ere 

made with respect to the loss: and weight breakdowns. The compax-ison 

showed that. the Cuk converter outperforms the. conventional . :Sµck~ 

Boost converter :i.n bothoperating efficiency and we:ightconsideratiotis 

for both step up and step down modes of operation, 

The practical p~ogranilllin.g aspects for utiliz~ng the yariabie 

and constraint scaling techni:ques to speed up the rate of converg~nce 

were elaborated upon and an efficient programming a,pproach was pro-

posed for a successful impleJnentation. The iJnportance of a carefully 

chosen initial starting point on the speed of convergence was also 

discussed. 

In addition to the detailed comparison of loss and weight. 

breakdowns of the Cuk and Buck-Boost conv.erters, a comparison of the 

coupled-inductor Cuk. converter for the balanced and unbalanced cur-

rent ripple :reduction modes was made and it was concluded that the 

unbalanced condition was more advantageous. 

The global optimization aspect was investigated through the 
' 

design oriented sensitivity analysis by perturbing two of the most 

important parameters. S.ignificant differences were observed by 
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perturb1:ng the input volta$e ia.I!:d ·.the maxi.li,ium operating ;J;lux. density. 

This study sheds . SQ)lle · J::;i;;ght". 9n.:. t~. global arate_m Oi'tmizatiOn. 

The apJ>lication :, of: theiaonlineAi°; p~o.gj:'c3;mming technj:,q,ue. to the 

powet converter .des.ign optimi,zation· thro.ugh. the· availabilitr .of the 

high. s_peed d:igital computer.not.only. facilitated the comparisons but 

also p;eoved to be cost"".'8ffective in the powet converte'J;'.design optiJili-

zat:;tan. The conventional approa,cb.; ils~-g the iterative p'X'Ocesa could 

thl.ls be abandoned. 

;Future extension$. of th!s work Should include an inveat.i·gation 

of the utilization of the.power'XOSFET instead of the power transis-

tor. With the introduction of the high power, high speed power MOSFET's 

it is now possible to operate the switching power con'V'erters to the 

Megahertz range for the first time, thus further reducing the size and 

weight to take full advantage of the benefits of operating at very 

high frequencies (62-66). One of the J.llOS·t important contributions is 

the size reduction of the EMI filter. However, the benefits of 

operating at very high frequency range are not without penalty. The 

design of high frequency magnetics becomes more difficult and compli-

cated considering that the magnetic skin effect becomes very pro-
1 

nounc:ed above 100 KHZ. The modeling of the magnetic core and copper 

losses thus become much more difficult and a good model is needed for 

the computer simulation of the loss profiles. More work needs ;to be 

done in this area. 

Finally, the contributions of this work are stated briefly in 

the following: 

(1) For the.first time nonlinear programming techniques were used to 
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.. evaluate and compare the ?er;f o'J;'.JlUlnce o;f · the· optmwn. de~;i.$U~ . o;f 

. the· .. Cuk .. and·. con"irentional .: Buck..,.Rooat · con:verters. . The·. ey~luation 

And. comparison· were . based· on!· 

(a) The same number.of COJJJ.Poi.lenta 

(b). The same EMI filter· :t"equirement~ 

(e). The same power output 

(d) The same input and output 11011::.ages .. 

(e) The same output voltage ripple factor 

(f) The same core material and· co-re con!iguration 

{g) The same number of design constraints 

The follo'Wing per;fo';t.mance in-dices were also compared extensively: 

(a) Detailed loss break.downs 

(b) · Petailed weight break.downs 

(c) Percentage contributions of loss and weight breakdowns 

(2) For the first time the nonlinear programming techniques were 

used to study the coupled inductor version of the Cuk converter 

for both the balanced and unbalanced current ripple reduction. 

Detailed comparisons were ma.de of the loss and weight break-

downs. 

(3) For the firat time the nonlinear progrannning was used to perfonn 

the sensitivity analysis of the switching power converter. This 

analysis provides valuable information on the global optimization 

of the power converter design. 
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Finally, the compa;rison P;nd.eva.luationo:f the OJ?t~ Cuklllld 

conventional Buck~BooS.t·. conve-l:'te:r$.. t:~:ve,~led . that . the Cuk. conye:r;te:r i.s 

aupe:r:io:r to the conventional Buck.;.Boost ·. conve:rteJ: in both. the step up 

and step down modes o:f ope:ration~ 
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ANALYSIS, DESIGN, AND EV.ALU,A.TlON OF THE OJ.>T!MUM 
TOPOLOGY CUK CONVERTER IN COMPARISON WITH TUE 

CONVENTIONAL BUCK..,.BOOST CONVERTER 

by 

Ching Jan_g Wu . . . 

(ABS TB.ACT) 

A nonlinear programming technique using the penalty function 

method,which. is especially s.uitable for power. converter design opti-

mization, is utilized for the co.mparison of the conventional Buck-

Boost and Cuk converters. Detailed comparisons are made with respect 

to the loss and weight breakdowns. o;f the opti111um design of the two 

converters.fo::r a given.set of perfor,rmance specifications. The com-

parison shows that the Cuk converter outperforms the conventional 

Buck-Boost converter in both operating efficiency and weight considera-

tions for both the step up or step down modes of operation. Also; a 

detailed comparison of the coup.led· inductor version of the Cuk con-

verter under both the balanced and unbalanced current ripple reduc-

tion modes of operation is ma.de. From this comparison, it is shown 

that the unbalanced current ripple reduction is more advantageol.,1S. 

the effects -of using different input voltages and different core ma-

terials with different saturation flux den1dties on the global power 

converter optimization were also studied. 

The new Cuk converter was disclosed for the first time in 

1977. Since then, there are several controversies about the claims 

made by Cuk of the advant_ages. of his. converter with respect to the 

conventional Buck-Boost converter. Th.e comparisons made by Cuk of the 



two converters did Iiot satisfy the same performance speci:ficatipns. 

Consequan.tly, his conclusions of the superiority of his converter 

cannot be fully justified. In this workj the comparisons are made 

of these two converters based upon the optimum designs. £or a given 

set of performance specifications. With the detailed comparisons 

of the loss/weight breakdowns Q-1; these two converters, the contro-

versies surround;Lng the Cuk converter are solved~ 
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